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Abstract 
Safety and time are very important issues in medical operation. Doctors monitor 
all the bio-conditions of the operated patients through out the operations to ensure a 
careful surgical environment. Bone fracture is one of the most common general 
traumas, and a patient needs immediate fixation procedures to stabilize his situation. 
Internal fixation is one of the widely used treatment method to repair bone fracture. 
However, some middle procedures of operation increase the bone marrow pressure 
within the operated bone cavity. The excessively high pressure pushes bone marrow 
content into neighboring blood vessels, which causes fat embolism that may occur if 
the fatty molecules clog the blood vessels. Fat embolism may cause fatal 
complications at the lungs and heart. Hence, it is quite important to monitor the 
fluidic pressure inside the bone cavity to prevent increment of dangerous pressure. A 
miniature sized ((t)3.4mm x 5mmL) MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) 
pressure sensor is used in developing, modifying, and re-engineering an existing 
medical apparatus to monitor the patient's bone marrow pressure in operation. The 
�700mm long guide rod of the bone reaming system plays a significant and 
irreplaceable role through out a common bone fracture intramedullary nailing 
fixation operation and is the focus of our re-engineering. The miniature sized 
MEMS pressure sensor is embedded at the end tip of the long guide rod and could 
be used to monitor any undesired and dangerous changes of the patient's bone 
marrow pressure. We will report on the mechanical design of the re-engineered 
guide rod, and electrical signal conditioning method and experimental result. We 
believe our research on the application of MEMS sensor in a medical tool 
contributes positive and advantageous revolution to the medical community. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Biomedical sensing 
Biomedical instrumentations are one of the major fields of sensing applications. 
Nowadays, hundreds and thousands of different kinds of sensing detectors are being 
used everyday in hospitals and private clinics, from low-end alcohol or mercury 
filled thermometer to high-end electromagnetic wave computer holographic scan. 
Sensors play an important role in a medical instrument since they serve as the 
interface between the biological system and the hardware of the instrument. A 
sensor must be able to transmit physiological information across this interface 
without adversely affecting the conditions existing on either side. In order to be 
suitable for application in most medical instrumentation system it must be able to do 
this in a reliable and reproducible fashion over time and for a range of different 
organisms. 
Medical sensors can be classified into a few major categories: invasive, 
minimally invasive, non-invasive and non-contacting [2]. Invasive is the implanting 
of measuring devices which is being used inside the body cavity where it is 
artificially created during surgical procedures. Minimally invasive sensors are 
placed within an existing body cavity in a way so as not to significantly distort the 
anatomy of this cavity. Simple examples are thermometer used in rectum, or in the 
ear hole near ear-drum, or in the mouth under the tongue. A non-invasive sensor 
could be applied without entering the body at all and can be placed on skin surface. 
On the other hand, a non-contacting sensor allows doctors and therapists to diagnose 
a patient remotely, such as an electromagnetic wave scan. 
However, although the current sensing technologies applied in medical field is 
mature，lots of imperfections remained [3]. Traditionally, healthcare professionals 
take the physical measurements such as temperature and blood pressure at the 
trauma room. At the same time, chemical and biochemical measurements and 
analysis, such as, cholesterol and blood mineral electrolytes are carried out at certain 
centralized laboratory. This fashion does not provide a mean to fast data and 
information exchange since doctors and nurses have to travel across half of the 
hospital for the results. It may cause wasteful time delay and lead to slow response 
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to sudden changes on patient's conditions. If, unfortunately, the patient requires a 
second test on part of the chemical and biochemical analysis, the medical 
professional would have to waste his energy and invaluable time again. 
Sensor technology creates a new approach for easier, faster and more accurate 
mean to diagnose and monitor the biological conditions of a patient. Real-time-
measuring and nursing a patient could be more effective and instantaneous fatal 
break down could be detected. Therefore, the positive changes and modifications on 
data acquisition will let medical officers react quickly, and give out treatments with 
higher efficiency. 
1.2 Bone Fracture 
Bone fracture, simply known as bone breakage, is one of the most common 
types of injury. Bone is the framework of human body. The skeleton supports and 
protects dedicate internal organs, such as the brain, lungs, and heart. The skeleton 
also provides strong and fixed points of attachment for muscles. 
From some researcher's experiment, a small piece of bone could support a nine-
tonne weight. The same weight would crush a piece of cement of the same size [4:. 
Although our body is structured by such a strong-load-capable component, bone has 
many weakness points where breakages are easy to take place. 
Medical articles, such as [5], states that the structural layout of bone and some 
interior factors affect its strength. Specially oriented fibres coiled in ordered 
direction and spiraled together to build up a strong concentric structure. Moreover, 
apart from structural layout, bone marrow and other nutritious substances take up a 
portion of strength loadings. These could all add up to a much more strong bone. 
Mechanics of bone fracture can be based on simple mechanical structural models. 
Most of the existing and fully developed rules and simulations can be applied on the 
studies of breakages and damages. When a body experiences loading, it follows the 
rules of elasticity. Moreover, the bone would result in permanent damage as the 
yield stress is reached. Bone has similar stress-strain curve as other materials but 
different slope. Fatigue process due to periodical compressive and tensile loading as 
well as beyond-the-yield impact stress could result in fracture and breakage like 
other kinds of materials. 
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1.3 Bone Fracture Treatment 
Longitudinal bone fracture of long bone in limbs, such as femur and tibia in leg, 
is one of the commonest fractures in bone disunion trauma. Medical researchers 
developed numerous of methods to heal the patients based on years of experiences. 
Treatment methods include closed reduction and casting, skeletal traction, external 
fixation, and internal fixation [6]. Within all the possible operations, physicians 
would usually like to choose Internal Fixation for suitable patient under appropriate 
conditions because this treatment introduces better fragment alignment and 
stabilization, faster restoration of joint function and mobility, and a shorter duration 
of disability. 
Internal Fixation is officially known as Intramedullary Nailing. This method is 
only applied on lower limbs. The intramedullary nail is a load-sharing device which 
provide a stable positioning for bone fragments [7]. Doctor inserts a stainless steel 
bone nail into the operated bone cavity for bone fragments' alignment and 
positioning stabilization. 
However, internal bone nailing is not always advantageous to the patient. 
Physicians found that the bone cavity enlargement during the operation of bone nail 
interior placement would lead to Fat Embolisation，which is extremely dangerous 
and even fatal. Fat Embolisation means fatty substances clog at the blood vessels 
and block the normal circulation. The reaming action and the medical tool insertion 
into bone cavity directly have been discovered to be related to the raise of unsafe 
bone marrow pressure, which forcedly excretes fatty substance from bone cavity 
into nearby blood streams. As a result, normal fat molecules travel along vessels and 
finally would accumulate at the miniaturized blood capillaries at heart and lungs. 
Eventually, obstruction occurs and the patient would have stroke, heart attack or 
other fatal circulation and respiration complications. To cope with this medical 
safety concern, engineers had developed a pressure monitoring system to indicate 




After years of studies, medical researchers have discovered the effect of reaming 
operation on intramedullary pressure and marrow fat embolisation [8, 9, 10]. They 
have already applied certain reliable methods to protect the patient from potentially 
dangerous operation or post-operation complications, such as heart or lung 
malfunction. The current method of marrow pressure monitoring is promising and 
stable, but further investigation is needed. 
To minimize the possibility of injury, during the reaming process, physicians 
would like to reduce the steps of pressure sensing setup. Therefore, only one 
essential entrance hole is drilled for the reaming tools, and no extra one for pressure 
sensing. Achieving this imaginary idea is a challenge which involoves several 
engineering fields. From mechanical point of view, a novel reaming tool should be 
created or modified from existing one with sensing device and all the necessary 
electronics implanted. Most importantly, a compact, accurate and miniature pressure 
sensor is needed to report reliable pressure data. 
In this engineering research project, a novel medical tool is developed. The 
research target is the narrow stainless steel guide rod. It is chosen since it is the first 
tool going into the bone cavity and is the very last one coming out. Moreover, the 
guide rod goes to the deepest position of any reaming tool can reach. The deeper the 
guide rod goes, the higher the bone marrow pressure since the reaming drill is 
pushed towards the closed end. A miniature pressure sensor is implanted inside the 
head part of the re-engineered guide rod. The physical dimensions of the new guide 
rod are about 90% of the original one. The newly developed guide rod would 
therefore fit within those medical tools currently being used in reaming operation. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
2.1 Bone Structure 
Bone trauma is almost daily-occurrence to most physicians and nurses. 
Biomechanics of bone fracture can be simply considered as fundamental 
mathematical models on structural breakage. In the medical point of view, various 
factors affect bone's mechanical properties and strength [5]. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 1: The structure of bone defining the different levels, (a) shows the most fundamental building level (b) and (c) are the second and third level respectively [5]. 
Further investigation reveals that the bone consists of several levels of structures 
as shown in Figure 1. At its most fundamental level as shown in Figure 1(a), 
hydroxyapatite crystals are embedded predominantly between the ends of adjoining 
collagen fibrils. This composite of rigid hydroxyapatite and flexible collagen 
provides a material that is superior in properties to either one standing alone. Bone is 
more ductile than hydroxyapatite, allowing the absorption of greater energy before 
failure, and more rigid than collagan, which permitting greater load bearing and 
5 
stiffness. 
At the second level of structure, the collagen/hydroxyapatite fibrils are formed 
into sheets or lamellae with a preferred direction as shown in Figure 1 (b). The 
orientations of the fibres define directions of maximum and minimum strengths for a 
primary loading direction. As shown in Figure 1 (c), the third level of structure 
consists of the arrangement of the lamellae. A circular concentric structure produces 
a tubular haversian osteon with maximum strength along its longitudinal axis and 
lower strength perpendicular to its circumference. The fourth level of structure is the 
macroscopic material that results either cortical or trabecular bone. The major factor 
governing strength at this level is the density of the material. 
Besides structural material, some contents within the bone cavity affect the 
loading resistance ability directly. The effect of fat and marrow on bone properties is 
very complicated. Pugh et al [8] showed that for frequencies of impact of up to 3000 
Hz, where normal running might result in a frequency of 3-6 Hz, trabecular bone 
could be considered as a purely elastic material, without any viscous effects. 
Swanson and Freeman [9] detected no effect on mechanical properties of the femur 
due to marrow, which they simulated by filling dried bones with grease. However, 
other experiments, such as [10], using intact cadaver proximal femora had shown 
that stiffness in compression was greater with marrow present than when it was 
removed. 
From other researchers' study [11], trabecular bone consists of two kinds of 
materials, porous solid, and the filling viscous liquid. At high strain rates, it was 
observed that the properties of bone were affected by the restriction of flow of 
marrow through intertrabecular spaces. In their experiments, both the stiffness and 
strength of trabecular bone with marrow filled were increased in specimens under. 
In other words, forcing viscous fat and marrow through intertrabecular spaces at 
high rate relative to its viscosity and the size of the spaces between the trabeculae 
causes high pressurization. Pressurized fluid becomes an additional load path which 
increases the stiffness of the structure. Also, the process of forcing pressurized 
marrow through restrictions absorbs energy. This mechanism may help to explain 
the observed increases in stiffness and strength of trabecular bone with increased 
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Figure 2: Plot of strength versus modulus for various natural and man-made materials 
showing the relative properties of bone [5]. 
The properties of bone and other natural and artificial materials are compared in 
Figure 2. Any material must have a trade-off between stiffness and energy 
absorption. Higher stiffness usually associates with lower deformation under yield 
and lower capacity to absorb impact energy. Compared with other materials as 
shown in also Figure 2, bone has both intermediate strength and stiffness. Unlike 
glass or concrete that are brittle and stiff, bone is not particularly strong. In terms of 
loading orientation, bone is the strongest in compression, followed by tension, and 
then shears as shown in Figure 3. Apart from the variability in properties of bone 
material due to the factors described above, the strength of the entirebones depends 
also upon their geometry such as length to diameter ratio, and material properties 
such as density and cortical thickness. Some data on the strength of various major 
bones of the skeleton is shown in Table 1. The wide ranges of strength values 
reported similar result from differences in the properties discussed above. 
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Figure 3: The orientation of the load with respect to the preferred direction of fibres of a 
lamella affects the strength of the material, (a) In tension, the strongest arrangement has 
fibres parallel to the applied load, (b) In compression, the strongest arrangement has fibres 
perpendicular to the applied load, (c) The type of packing of lamellae also affects strength 
transverse to the longitudinal axis. Tubular osteons have equal strength in all transverse 
directions. Parallel lamellae have different strengths in different transverse directions [5]. 
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Bone is a complex material composes of rigid mineral crystals and 
hydroxyapatite embedded within a flexible collagen fibre matrix. The ratio of 
mineral to collagen significantly affects bone properties. Hypermineralization 
produces a stiffer material, but decreases impact strength. The collagen matrix 
provides flexibility and enhances impact tolerance. Lamellae of bone are arranged 
with a preferred fibre direction to resist the primary applied loads. In addition, in 
trabecular bone, the trabuculae are oriented to overcome tensile and compressive 
loading and reduce bending. Apart from these structural parameters, the density of 
trabecular and cortical bone is also an important determinant of strength. 
Table 1: The strength of whole bones in different loading directions [summary from 5] 
Bone type Loading direction and type Ultimate strength  
Cervical spine Axial compressive impact 980-7400N 
Femoral neck Lateral to medial at greater trochanter 100-4000N 
Femoral neck Vertical impact on femoral head 725-10570N 
Femur Torsion 183Nm 
Femur Bending from impact through the knee 6230- 17130N 
along the axis of the femur 
Changes in bone mechanical properties occur due to functional use and aging. 
Hypertrophy, due to new bone deposited on the periosteal surfaces of cortex, is the 
response to the application of larger loads, while bone loss from the endosteal 
surface is the result of disuse or aging. In addition, aging results in 
hypermineralization of bone, results in more brittle bone with reduced impact 
resistance, similar to the structural changes of unhealthy and lack-of-exercise bone. 
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2.2 Biomechanics in Bone Fracture 
The causes of bone fracture are generally divided into two major categories. 
Fatigue fracture is usually due to aging and long-term nutritional deficient, and 
external excessive force or stress causes the other kind, impact fracture [5]. Very 
similar to simple mechanical fatigue model, cumulative bone fatigue damage adds 
up from continuously repeated cycle of stress loading and unloading. The crack 
continues to grow with repetitive loads and is faster than the repair process of bone 
itself. These stress fractures are commonly seen in athletes, ballet dancers, military 
recruits, or others who undertaking vigorous physical activity. Accidentally huge-
force impact causes large deformations on bone and generates cracks at certain weak 
points. This can be commonly seen in any accident-caused bone fracture cases. 
Bone is the weakest in shear, followed by tension, and compression according to 
the structural fibre orientation discussed in Section 2.1. This is a very important 
factor to consider when determining how bone fracture occurs. Most long bone 
fractures are subject to a combination of applied loads that produce a complex 
fracture pattern. However, if the effects of specific loads are considered separately, 
then basic mechanism of long bone fracture can be identified. 
Bending is a kind of breaking mechanism. Convex side and concave side are 
loaded under tension and compression stress respectively. Again because bone is 
prone to tensile loading, extension side will fail first, thus generating a crack through 
the bone cross-section. As the crack grows, the cross-section area is reduced, which 
shifts the neutral axis shifts towards the compressive side. Therefore, the crack is 
always on the tension side and failure occurs in tension with a transverse fracture 
plane. 
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2.3 Mathematical Model on Bending and Fracture 
As mentioned previously several times, the mechanical characteristics of loading, 
bending and finally bone fracture could be considered as a simple mechanical beam 
structure. The physical models can be referenced from most classical Mechanics 
texts such as [12:. 
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Figure 5: Simply supported beam of Length L, under single moment M [12]. 
The models are setup as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 [12]. Simple single 
loading and moment applying on the model are the two basic and most fundamental 
cases being studied. Any complex situation can be generalized and reduced to the 
multiple and superposition of several deviated basic rules. 
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2.4 Intramedullary nailing 
Mechanically speaking, the fixation device restores anatomical alignment of the 
fracture components and maintains this alignment under functional loading. Fixation 
system should be capable of withstanding forces and moments in multiple directions. 
These include compression and tension along the longitudinal axis of the bone, 
torsion about the long axis, and bending in two perpendicular planes. Physically 
quantitative loadings are mostly superpositioned and add up to vector sums of 
fundamental forces and moments. 
As mentioned previously in Section 1.3, treatment methods include closed 
reduction and casting, skeletal traction, external fixation, and internal fixation [6:. 
Within the possible operations, doctors would usually like to choose Internal 
Fixation for potential patients because this treatment method introduces better 
fragments alignment and stabilization, earlier return of joint function and mobility, 
and a shorter duration of disability. 
The internal fixation method is to insert a nail into the bone cavity to align the 
bone partitions as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. According to historical record, a 
doctor inserted a short ivory peg into the medullary canal to fix a fracture in 1893. 
20 years later, another doctors improved the operation with a metal nail instead of 
ivory pegs. Even though the technique of internal fixation operation kept improving 
as doctors devoted their time on research and gained experience, this technique was 
not thoroughly well developed and limited to a pair of non-perfectly matching nail 
and bone cavity. In mechanical concern, we know that a nail with larger diameter 
(and thus larger moment of inertia I) has higher bending resistance than the one with 
less diameter and therefore harder to break due to mechanical fatigue. This is 
obvious with simple model setup of Centroid and Moment of Inertia of Cross 
Section Area [12]. However, a large bone nail increases the difficulties of 
implantation during surgery. The nail would result in either jamming or, even worse, 
causing another kinds of fracture, Iatrogenic fracture which means injury due to 
careless medical action, if the nail was inserted carelessly. 
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Figure 6: X-ray photograph of a successful implantation of bone nail. Left 
and Right images are front and side view respectively [7]. 
顯 明 
Figure 7; Final position of the locking bolt at the end of implanted bone nail [7]. 
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A smaller nail makes the insertion easy, but the stiffness of the nail is decreased 
and may lead to nail bending, breakage and displacement if under excessive stress. 
Moreover, it was found out that the interior surface of bone cavity is extremely 
rough and irregular with the present of tiny sting-liked brittle structures. This 
produces difficulty on stabilizing the contact between the nail and cavity surface. If 
the system encounters large stress, the deformation of fracture site and brittle 
structures may break in any unpredictable style and may result in unstable nail 
implantation. In order to avoid such problems, a technique was proposed to "ream" 
the interior bone cavity before insertion of bone nail in 50's. Reaming is a process 
carried out by the doctor to enlarge the bore of the patient's bone before inserting 
the metal bone nail. 
2.5 Reaming technique for intramedullary nailing 
Reaming of the intramedullary canal enlarges the bone's bore by removing the 
inner cortical bone tissue [6]. It enhances the bone nail operation by opening the 
bone for easy nail insertion and provides better stability for the nail. Nowadays, 
reaming is a necessary process for patient who is suitable for internal fixation. We 
know that a larger bone nail has advantages on stability, strength, stiffness and 
durability. To achieve a successful operation with a larger nail, doctor has to open 
up a hole of the patient's broken bone and prepare a descent chamber for the 
insertion of bone nail. 
Reaming starts from opening a hole at the fragment's end. Then, the doctor 
inserts the guide rod into the bone cavity through the opening. The guide rod plays a 
very important role throughout the operation. It is the pioneer that goes into the 
unreamed cavity and stays inside the hollow but rough bone interior until the last 
stage of operation. Doctor carefully inserts the 700mm long and 3mm in diameter 
stainless steel made guide rod into fragments and positions it in proper depth. At the 
end tip of the stainless steel tool, a medium size head with 6mm in diameter is 
specially fabricated to ensure a smooth and safe operation environment. The rod is 
then used as a guide for other operational tools going into the bone cavity. The head 
prevents the drilling tools from going too deep as the head limits the working depth. 
The whole set of reaming tools is designed to match up with the guide rod on 
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purpose. Reaming tools, such as, drills, are produced with a roughly 3.25mm 
diameter hollow interior passage longitudinally from the front to the end. 
Drilling tool ^ 
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Figure 8: (a) and (b) are intermediate procedures of Reaming operation. Drilling tool operates the 
bone cavity under the guidance of guide rod. In (b), bone nail is inserted into the operated bone 
cavity with the guidance, too [7]. 
As shown in Figure 8(a)，a physician "sleeves" the reaming drill in from the 
open end of the guide rod. Next, he carefully pushes the pneumatic drilling system 
forward with the driving handle. The approximate 250mm long drilling tool enlarges 
the bore of the bone under the precise control and skillflil technique of back and 
forth motion being controlled by the doctor. The hollow features of reaming tools 
closely matches with the reaming guide rod. By utilizing this feature, doctors can 
control the operational depth not only with his imagination, feeling and experience, 
but also with the help of the "big" head at the end of guide rod. The (j)6mm "big" 
head can stop and prevent the drill from going further since the hollow opening of 
all reaming tools is fabricated around 3.25mm in diameter. Moreover, with the 
internal guidance and external control altogether, the flexible reaming drill goes 
inside the bone cavity under full control and a custom-made and closely fitted bone 
chamber for the implant nail. The tightly fitted, newly machined bone interior is thus 
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ready for a larger diameter and much stiff bone nail and the implantation operation 
would be more durable and simplified. When the smooth chamber is ready, 
stainless-steel-made bone fragments alignment nail is then implanted and locked 
with screw at appropriate position as illustrated by Figure 8(b). Pulling out the guide 
rod and sealing up the patient's skin are the final procedures to complete the 
operation. 
2.6 More on reaming technique 
The enlargement of bone cavity by using reaming is not always advantageous to 
the patient. Several physicians indicate that some factors leading to the failure of the 
operation could be fatal [6, 13, 14，and 15]. 
When the reaming procedures are carried out, there is a risk that the patient 
experiences intramedullary high pressure and marrow fat embolisation. 
Intramedullary high pressure means that the fluidic pressure inside the bone cavity 
increases to a certain dangerous level. Inside bone cavity, we can find tiny sting-
shaped bone structures and viscous jelly-liked tissue known as bone marrow. As 
stated previously in Section 2.1，bone marrow helps on supporting limited loading 
applied on bone structure. Marrow is a soft and highly vascular modified connective 
tissue that occupies the cavities and cancellous part of most bones. It appears in two 
forms [16]: (a) a whitish or yellowish marrow consists of mostly fat cells and 
predominates in the cavities of the long bone - also known as yellow marrow; (b) a 
reddish marrow contains little fat, and mainly red blood cell and blood granulocyte 
production, that can be found in normal adult, especially in certain flat bones — 
called also red marrow. It is essential and critical to a human's health. It is the raw 
material to produce healthy blood cells and is an important substance to fill out the 
empty space within the bone and providing partial mechanical support. The organic 
jelly compound consists of many kinds of nutritious molecules and minerals such as 
fat, calcium and other necessary material for blood cell production. However, these 
kinds of healthy substance would cause serious problems sometimes, especially in 
certain un-controlled and dangerous situation, i.e. during the reaming operation. 
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Figure 9: Reamer drill is pushed into bone cavity to enlarge volume for 
intramedullary nailing. A guide rod is used to guide the reamer-drill，s direction 
[edited from 15]. 
As discussed in the previous section, doctor carries out the reaming procedures 
by first inserting the thin guide rod into the broken cavity. Then, different sizing 
reaming drills, one after one in ascending order of diameter, are pushed in to enlarge 
and smoothen the bone compartment. In mechanical sense, the medical tools' 
insertion action is much liked a piston pushing into a cylinder, as the reamer drill 
being driven into the medullary canal as shown in Figure 9. The surrounding cavity 
is almost completely sealed within the fracture bone, the inserting drill diameter 
needs to be larger than the chamber since widening the cavity is the main job. 
Therefore, all of the bone marrow in front of the drill blade would be pushed 
forward and pressurized. This is the main reason of the disastrous elevation of 
intramedullary pressure. In addition, the mechanical energy generated from the 
rotating tool is convert into (a) kinetic energy that drags the marrow by drill; (b) 
thermal energy, a few degree of Celsius temperature increment has been proved by 
clinical experiments; and (c) potential energy, fluidic pressure introduced by the 
operational procedures [6]. The gain in intramedullary pressure and potential energy 
are the major concerns. The hazardous raise of internal pressure harmfully expels 
any substance from interior towards outer sides through the bone's structure. This 
expelling movement pushes out "dangerous" components, fatty molecules, into the 
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blood stream, and then the fatty substance travels along circulation system and 
eventually reaches the heart and lungs. Terrible consequence would appear as the 
bone marrow fat mechanically obstructing the pulmonary and coronary capillaries 
which are extremely small. Those fatty molecules mean a huge troop of intruders to 
the few-cell-passage-wide blood vessels. The risky and probably fatal fat embolism 
was the major cause to the deadly complication of fat clod at critical blood vessels, 
such as Coronary and Pulmonary blood vessels. Usually, heart attack, heart and 
lungs failure are the consequent complications and the patients could have low 
chance to get over the tragedy. To avoid the life-threatening disaster from happening, 
doctor cleverly applies pressure-monitoring system in order to lower the chance of 
operational complications. 
2.7 Existing pressure-monitoring system of reaming operation 
Maintaining a safe and under-control operation environment is very important 
task for a doctor. Monitoring the raise and drop of the bone marrow pressure is a 
useful mean in carrying out a secure and promising reaming procedure without any 
complication. Doctors nowadays take care of the fluctuation of fluidic pressure by 
using a set of intramedullary pressure measurement device [6]. The IM Press device 
is an intramedullary pressure measurement device consisting of a main device and a 
membranous sensor. The main device contains an amplifier and an analogue to 
digital converter which displays the value of detected pressure. The sensor is a 
membrane strain gauge which detects the intramedullary pressure and inputs the 
signal to the amplifier. After the analogue signal was converted to a digital signal, 
the data is transferred to a laptop computer and recorded using the software 
Forcemed (version 3.2). The device can measure the intramedullary pressure ranging 
from lOOOmmHg to SOOOmmHg. The data being recorded in the computer can be 
retrieved for further analysis. The device was calibrated regularly by using a 
manometer. Clinical results shows that the IM Press is a reliable instrument for 
pressure measurement and with a high correlation between the device and 
manometer. 
Even though the current measurement setup is well developed, negative 
influence still exists during the measurement process. In order to perform the 
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monitoring procedures, doctor has to open another extra sideway hole with diameter 
around 6 to 7mm through the lateral cortex, a part closed to the bone's end. The hole 
passes through the bone and directly reaches the bone cavity. Doctor usually creates 
the measuring opening at the end side where the reaming tools are being pushed. 
The membranous sensor is inserted through the additional passage and points its 
sensing area to the bone marrow cavity. The small-finger-sized pressure sensor stays 
in the hole throughout the operation and keeps an eye on the marrow pressure 
changes. 
Nevertheless, doctors believe that the sensing hole is not necessary. The hole 
causes extra damage to the broken bone and is therefore not a perfect solution. The 
hole is quite small and insignificant compare to the major bone fracture trauma, but 
the patient's bone unavoidably comes across an extra injury, no matter it is relatively 
dominant or not. Doctors would prefer to avoid the non-essential passage. A better 
way is to perform the reaming operation and monitor the bone marrow pressure for 
secure operational environment with no wasteful and unnecessary sensing hole. 
Doctors propose a novel, modified, re-engineered, and sensor-implanted guide rod 
to carry out the reaming procedures. 
2.8 Biomedical sensation 
Sensing is the one of the most important mechanisms of living organisms. 
Animals' survivals greatly depend on their ability on sensing and receiving 
information from outside world. Their vision skills, feeling, smelling, tasting and 
others specialties provide useful information on environment's circumstances to 
hunt or seek for food, to avoid from danger and to reproduce offspring as species 
extension. 
Sensing and perception also play extremely important roles in inorganic world. 
The device being used to measure any quantitative changes on certain physical 
information is named as "sensor", also known as "transducer" since physical input is 
transformed into another energy form. The definition of a sensor by the Instrument 
Society of America in 1975 is: “a device which provides an usable output in 
response to a specified measurand". Further, an output is defined as an "electrical 
quantity", and a measurand means "a physical quantity, property, or condition 
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which is measured" [1]. To broaden the old definition to fitting up-to-date market, 
we can generalize the definition slightly as regarding chemical and biochemical 
quantities, properties or conditions as measurands, and usable output could be other 
than electrical quantities. 
Sensors are widely applied and cover many practices not only in engineering, 
but also in other scientific research and application fields. There are several kinds of 
common sensors available in commercial market. They sense different parameters 
by working on different kinds of media. The most interested measuring fields are 
mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic, radiant, chemical and optical. Typical 
examples of mentioned signal domains can be easily named: (1) mechanical 
readings: mass flow and pressure; (2) thermal readings: temperature and heat flow; 
(3) electrical readings: voltage and current; (4) magnetic readings: field intensity and 
flux density; (5) radiant (optical) readings: intensity and wavelength; and, (6) 
chemical readings: reaction rate and pH value. Whatever or whenever a system is 
working under supervision or autonomously, sensor monitors the running status and 
reports any abnormal situations. The output readings can be made useful for 
decision-making if the machine is being managed by a human administrator, or as a 
feedback signal if the machine is a self-controlled autonomous system. 
As mentioned previously in the Objective, we applied a MicroElectroMechanical 
Systems (MEMS) pressure sensor in the re-engineered design. Sensor technology 
has been used in medicine and healthcare for several decades. Both in diagnostics 
and therapy, there is always a demanding trend of new types of medical instruments 
with improved performance, multi-functionality and miniature size. In order to 
achieve this goal, engineering professionals introduce the application of micro-
machine in medical applications. 
MEMS are naturally suitable many applications in the medical industry because 
many medical devices have size and weight constraints. MEMS are the best-fit 
candidate because it offers excellent advantages and balance on cost, size, volume 
and functionality. Commercial medical applications are typically sensitive to cost, 
particularly to those new products whose purpose is to displace an older technology 
in an equivalent functional sense. MEMS devices are well suited to meet these 
demands through integration of functions on a relatively inexpensive silicon 
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substrate. Moreover, commercial medical applications are usually high volume of 
demand. The batch manufacturing techniques that originates from integrated circuits 
industry is one of the advantages of MEMS technology. 
_ 
Figure 10: Three lead-tip pressure sensor chip on the head of a pin [17]. 
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Figure 11: Miniature sized MEMS pressure sensor, packaged in 
stainless steel housing, is the perfect solution in development of novel 
bone reaming guide rod. 
The first referenced usage of MEMS device in the medical industry is "silicon-
quartz micromachined pressure sensors" in reusable blood pressure transducers [17]. 
Blood pressure was monitored with an external silicon beam or quartz-capacitive 
pressure sensor. The pressure was transmitted to the sensing element through a 
disposable saline-filled tube-and-diaphragm arrangement that was connected to an 
artery via a needle. However, the cost per each measurement was about US$500 
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including re-calibration and sterilization. 
With the realization of silicon micromachining in early 1980s, development of a 
disposable external blood pressure transducer, duplicated the functions of the 
previously reusable sensors without adding cost of re-calibration or re-sterilization. 
Silicon micromachined piezoresistive pressure transducers as shown in Figure 10 
were developed to serve the market. The annual sales increased exponentially from 
40,000 in 1982 to 15,000,000 units in 1995. The rapid adoption and needs on the 
new evolution of technologies and applications in medical markets is definite. 
There is a long list of successful MEMS applications in medical and healthcare 
equipments. Kidney dialysis sensor, which is packaged in corrosion-free stainless 
steel case with thin and flexible sensing diaphragm, and respirator sensor are the 
two most famous and outstanding application examples of silicon micromachined 
devices after the disposable external blood pressure transducer mentioned 
previously. Other applications that are being studied for MEMS implementation 
include micromachined accelerometers for heart vibration monitoring, 
micromachined channels and flow valves for automated drug delivery system, and 
micromachined pressure sensors to monitor intracranial pressure and pressure inside 
the eyeball [17]. 
In order to fulfill the physical constraints while designing the novel guide rod, 
MEMS pressure sensor surely is the superior solution and meets all the criteria 
requested by the doctors. Packaged in stainless steel housing, the MEMS pressure 
sensor shown in Figure 11 has excellent characteristics such as miniature physical 
dimensions, corrosion-free, and is perfectly suitable in performing pressure 
detection as being implanted on a medical tool. 
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Chapter 3: System Design: Re-engineering 
of a Bone Reaming System 
3.1 Mechanical Design-Bone Reaming Guide Rod 
In improving the existing system (see Figure 12), the fundamental philosophy is 
that the modifications should have minimal influence or alternation on the existing 
medical procedures. Giving the dimensions of the components needed for the 
internal fixation procedures, we proposed to package a MEMS sensor or one multi-
sensor chip into the head section of the guide rod. This modification will allow the 
new sensing system to be integrated with the drilling system, and hence, eliminate 
the need to drill additional holes on the bone structure for pressure monitoring. 
Moreover, this implementation will not add any additional medical procedures to the 
existing protocol. Three basic engineering challenges need to be overcome before 
the new system can be realized: 1) package multiple sensors into a small volume 
(MEMS technology is essential here; 2) designing a relatively long and hollow 
mechanical structure with small radius, and able to handle the same load as the 
existing guide rod; 3) sending power to and receiving signal from sensors embedded 
in a rotating mechanical structure. 
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Figure 12: Old Guide Rod is matched up with Operation Drill. The Guide Rod remain 
"steady “ inside bone cavity during operation. Doctor "sleeves “ the Drill from the Guide 
Rod's open end and let the Guide Rod goes through the hollow body of medical drill. 
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In the new system, several novel ideas are proposed to realize with prototypes. 
(a) The old solid beam shaped Guide Rod becomes a new metallic pipe shaped to 
allow wirings of both electricity input to sensing components and electrical voltage 
reading output from sensor, (b) Newly applied Connection System, which is 
borrowed from pneumatic nozzle, is modified and is re-engineered to lock the Guide 
Rod in appropriate position for good electrical conductivity, (c) Rotating Signal 
Transmission Mechanism is designed to pass out the voltage readings, from MEMS 
sensor and being transmitted through the guide-rod-body-long wiring, to some 
external electronic circuitry for further signal processing and conditioning. And, (d) 
a plastic-made Case-and-Handle prototype is fabricated also to contain the 
Connection System, Rotating Signal Transmission Mechanism, electronic circuitry 
hardwares and a LCD display for pressure readings. 
3.2 Guide Rod 
Existing Guide Rod has dimensions of physical size of 700mm in total length, 
3mm diameter in Rod body, and 6mm diameter of end tip motion-constraint head. 
The currently being used Guide Rod is fabricated in BioDur™ 316LS Stainless 
Medical Implant Alloy. The specially fabricated medical implant alloy is a Vacuum 
Arc Remelted (VAR) and low carbon version of Type 316 stainless steel. The 
secondary premium-melting step, VAR, imparts improved cleanliness. The 
chemistry modifications are designed to maximize the corrosion resistance of this 
alloy and provide a ferrite microstructure. The alloy is nonmagnetic even after 
severe cold forming operations. 
This newly designed, as shown in Figure 13 has almost the same shape and 
physical dimensions as the existing guide rod. This allows doctors to use it with 
existing one, and therefore, permits them to leam how to operate the new system 
quickly. 
By comparing between the old and new guide rod, three major differences can 
be found on the Guide Rod body. Head, Rod Body, and Tail have almost identical 
shape but completely dissimilar design. However, those originally important 
features and performance characteristics of those sections are preserved and extra 
new functions are added. 
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Guide rod with micro 
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Figure 13: Novel system with same physical features as the existing guide rod is inserted into 
bone cavity. 
3.2,1 Guide Rod: Head 
The original design and characteristics of the Guide Rod's Head, closed-up view 
in Figure 14 and Figure 15, is to control the motional depth of pneumatic-driven 
bone cavity enlargement drill. The size of Head is bigger than the specially designed 
hollow passage of the drill body. As being guided by the stainless steel Rod, the 
rotating operation blade is limited to go further inside the bone and prevents from 
creating any Iatrogenic trauma. Doctors utilize this feature, thus preset and control 
the working depth of the drilling set by controlling the depth of Guide Rod. 
In the modified Guide Rod Head, the important and essential specialty of depth 
control is continued to be one of the function of reaming operation. Since, the first 
criterion for depth control is to retain a relatively big Rod Head, its dimensions is 
increased for the purpose of implant electronics devices components inside. 
Therefore, re-engineering process is carried out and the width and length are 





Figure 14: The Head of Guide Rod is fabricated larger in size than Rod body in 
the reason of limiting the medical drill's working depth. 
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Figure 15: From longitudinal view, the length of old Guide Rod's head part is about 
7mm long. 
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Other than keeping the primary utility, Head part of the new Guide Rod does 
additional and the key duty of new system, embedded the MEMS pressure sensor 
inside and measuring the bone marrow pressure. The new Head is re-engineered 
with resting chamber for the implantation of MEMS pressure sensor supplied 
Pentium-provided from Entran Devices Inc. As the pressure transducer's voltage 
reading outputs require signal conditioning, therefore, a tiny self-fabricated printed 
circuit board, with photolithographic circuitry and electronic components, is inserted 
at the same time and right behind the significant MEMS sensor, see Figure 16 and 
Figure 17. 
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Figure 16: Longitudinal cross section diagram of the new Guide Rod's Head part. 
As 
in Figure 16，the thin stainless steel diaphragm pressure sensor is not located 
at the very front end of the Head and the marrow fluid has to go through some 
passages before acting on the sensing diaphragm. The non-direct sensing 
arrangement is not a perfect solution but unavoidably necessary to protect the fragile 
thin sensing diaphragm from the sharp and tiny sting-like structures situating in bone 
interior. T-shaped channel provides a relatively more even and balanced sensing 
pathway for the highly viscous bone marrow fluid. Single opening, no matter 
sideway or pointing along longitudinal axis, would result in clogging effect and have 
meaning less pressure readings. A multi-opening-channel definitely and obviously 
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Figure 17: Cross sectional view of service module chamber of Guide Rod's Head part. 
The tiny MEMS pressure sensor is not alone in the Guide Rod's Head. Right 
behind the tightly fitted sensor chamber, a relatively large cylindrical room (see 
Figure 16) (|)8.2mm in diameter and 35mm in depth, is machined for putting in a few 
electronic devices of signal conditioning. The service module chamber is closely 
fitting for sensor manufacturer provided, custom-built pressure sensor's 
conditioning module. Moreover, as both in Figure 16 and Figure 17, a self-fabricated 
tiny PCB circuit is implanted also underneath the module because voltage input and 
signal output require stabilization and noise filtering before further applications. 
The size of the Head entirely depended on the physical dimensions of the sensor's 
conditioning module and electronic-circuit-built-on PCB as both have dominant size 
relative to the MEMS pressure sensor. The machined product of Head is shown in 
Figure 18 and the implantation style of electronic components can be seen in Figure 
19. 
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Figure 18: Machined Guide Rod Head is made of stainless steel. T-shaped opening channel 
is fabricated for fluid pressure sensation. The overall dimensions of the new Guide Rod's 
Head are^llmmX 50mmL. 
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Figure 19: The Head is unscrewed from Guide Rod. From the opening, the sensor's service module 
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Figure 20: Adapter is fabricated in order to joint the (pi 1mm Head and 
</>3mm hollow Rod Body. 
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Figure 21: Explosive view of Head and neighborhood components. Rubber-made sealing O-ring 
and welding joint are used at the same time to ensure the Head's interior be free from fluid. 
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In the new design, a thin long rod as Guide Rod body is fabricated also. 
However, a (t)8mm diameter difference exists between the mentioned parts, and thus, 
a mechanical component is also needed to adapt the big Head to the thin Rod Body. 
The Adapter, as shown in Figure 20, is fabricated in a conical shape and joined up 
the two dilemmatic mechanical parts. It must be stressed that the connection 
component should have high capability in water- or other fluid-proof. 
There are two approaches to keep the interior chamber free from fluidic invasion 
nowadays, 1) screwing the matching parts together with rubber sealing ring in 
between as water-tight part; 2) welding 2 parts together to permanently seal up the 
joint. Both simple and common methods are adopted and simultaneously applied on 
both ends of the Adapter, see Figure 21. Market-available 0-ring is used to seal up 
the screw threads jointing the Head and Adapter. It is assumed that those electronic 
components may fail after certain working hours, thus non-permanent screw threads 
provide an option to open up the Head and change any malfunctioned IC 
components. On the other hand, between the Adapter and Rod Body, it does not 
need any occasional incident in disconnection and re-connection. It takes up the 
other option and is permanently welded together with Rod Body. If unwilling 
damage happens and have to change the internal-passing wirings through the Rod 
Body, it can make use of the same opening of Head-Adapter-threads to proceed the 
interchanging operation. The close-up view of assembled Guide Rod is Head region 
is shown in Figure 22. 
Figure 22: Assembled Head of Guide Rod. Physical dimensions are (pi 1mm diameter, 
and 50mm length. 
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3.2.2 Guide Rod: Rod Body 
The original design and characteristics of the Guide Rod's Rod Body is as 
simple as its solid beam shape. The old rod body is fabricated to match the hollow 
passage of medical tools and insertion of bone nail. Its only task is, by coupling with 
operational tools, guiding medical drills to enlarge the bone bore smoothly. Doctor 
controls the drill by controlling the Guide Rod and carefully avoids introducing any 
Iatrogenic injury. 
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Figure 23: Illustration of how the thin electricity and signal transmitting wirings 
goes through the new hollow Guide Rod. 
In the new system, the Guide Rod body is modified in order to carry out other 
performance. The new Guide Rod helps doctor to control the motion of medical drill, 
and now simultaneously, by using built-in pressure sensor, measure instantaneous 
bone marrow pressure. With electricity and electronic signals now needed to be 
transmitted in the new Guide Rod, a few wires are now passing through the Rod 
Body, as shown in Figure 23. 
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As maintaining the original physical dimensions, re-engineering processes are 
taken place interiorly in the new Guide Rod Body as shown in Figure 24. Unlike the 
old solid beam rod, a market-available stainless steel pipe is dissected and is 
fabricated to the desired shape and dimensions. The original 4m-long 304 stainless 
steel pipe has outer diameter exactly (|)3mm and hollow interior of about 小 1.8mm. It 
is cut into roughly 700mm segments and machining procedures are done to produce 
threads and other features, and then is assembled together with other parts. It would 
be hard to differentiate between old and new Guide Rod because they have exactly 
the same outlook. 
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Figure 24: Rod Body of the new Guide Rod becomes hollow in shape and allow 
electrical wirings to pass through it. 
Solid-beam-shaped and pipe-shaped Guide Rod Bodies have dissimilar 
mechanical properties in terms of bending and stress loading parameters. The study 
of differences of mechanics is very important in engineering design of a new 
product. A series of theoretical mathematical models are considered in order to 
prove the safety concern of the novel system. 
Generally, mathematical models of beam and pipe are the two major categories 
to be discussed. Bending Stress, Shear Stress, Tip Deflection and Torsional Shear 
Stress models [12] are investigated within each type of model of the Guide Rod 
Body, and are compared with the differences across two categories. All types of 
models are set up with the following physical dimensions: total length, L, is 700mm; 
outer diameter of rod, r^, is (j)3mm; and inner diameter, n, is ( t ) 1 . 8 m m for pipe-model 
only. 
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Moment of Inertia, I, and Polar Moment of Inertia, J, are considered and are 
prepared before investigating those stresses and deflections models. Moment of 
Inertia, /, is used for simple and linear-based mechanical deflection system models, 
such as, Bending Stress, Shear Stress and Tip Deflection models, where as, Polar 
Moment of Inertia, J, is at the opposite extreme and deals with Torsional Shear 
Stress and other angular mechanical systems. See Figure 25 and Figure 26 for 
illustration diagrams. Equation 1, Equation 2, Equation 3，and Equation 4 are used to 
find the inertias of the rod body with corresponding cross-sectional shapes. 
Figure 25: Cross-sectional view of solid beam shaped model of Guide 
Rod Body. Moment of Inertia, I’ is considered for Bending, Shear, and 
Deflection models. And Polar Moment of Inertia, J, is studied for 
Torsional case [12]. 
•V I 
Figure 26: Cross-sectional view of pipe shaped model of Guide Rod 
Body. Both Moment of Inertia, I, and Polar Moment of Inertia, J, are 
studied in similar manner as solid beam shaped models [12]. 
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I) Solid Beam cross-section of Guide Rod Body: (where r = r。） 
a) Moment of Inertia, I: 
4 
^ Tir Ir = Equation 1 [beam 4 ^ 
b) Polar Moment of Inertia, J: 
J^beam = " y Equation 2 
II) Pipe cross-section of Guide Rod Body: 
a) Moment of Inertia, I: 
^Cpipe Equation 3 
b) Polar Moment of Inertia, J: 
Jc pipe 二 {^o — ) Equation 4 
In Figure 27 and Figure 28, the theoretical models of deflected beam and 
torsional twisting phenomenon being applied in resolving the differences on stress-
behavior between Solid Beam and Pipe-shpaed cross sections are shown. 4 
mechanical behavior model issues are studied with the corresponding mathematical 
formula, as given in Equation 5 to 9. 
> p 
-J 
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Figw^e 27: Simple Cantilever Beam model on deflection and stress behavior of the long Guide Rod Body [12]. 
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Figure 28: Simple Twisting Beam model on Torsional stress model for both cross sections. [12] 
III) Fixed-end Bending: 
a) Tip Deflection, 6 max： , P I ) 
一 "777： Equation 5 J>tJ 
h) Bending Stress, o、： 
_ My 
^X - ~ Equation 6 
PLy 
^ " ‘~ Equation 7 
c) Shear Stress, T、： 
4 / ) r ‘ -f r r + r ‘ 
y 二 ；J I  
' I ~ T ~7 ^ 1 hquation H o t 
/1') Torsional Twisting: 
A) Torsional Shear Stress, T 
Tr 
- 二 
• fijt - ~ h q u a t i o n 9 
A.s slunsii in I'lgurc 27 and Figure :s . L is the total length of Rod, /) is the 
singular forcc being applied al Rod's free end, .\f is the Moment applied to the rod 
Ibc rcplaccJ by /) x /.. as in Hqualion 7), is ihc ihickncss away from neutral axis, A 
is the cross-sccnon area, E is the clastic modulus (general stainless steel /:. = 199C,Pa 
[24 j) and T is the Torque being applied u hilc luisting the Rod Body. 
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By substituting Equation 1 & 3 into Equation 5, 7, & 8; and Equation 2 & 4 into 
Equation 9，the following table of mechanical properties of Solid Beam and Pipe 
Shaped cross sectional area is completed and is ready for further analysis. Table 2 is a 
collection of variable value in terms of P, applied loading, or T，Torsional twisting 
moment, the applied force. Since the Guide Rod is used to control operation motion 
and direction by doctor, it has to be strong enough to resist high stress and work 
safely without breaking. According to those figures, comparison is done and safety 
measure is analyzed and is discussed between the old and new designs. 
‘ Table 2: List of mechanical properties between Solid Beam and Pipe shaped model of Guide Rod 
Bodies.  
Torsional 
Tip Deflection Bending Stress Shear Stress Shear Stress 
(mm) (N/mm^) (N/nW) (N / iW) 
Solid Beam 2.312P 176.05P 0.189P 0.189r 
Pipe Shaped 2.656P 303.40P 0.425P 0.2177 
From Table 2，several ratio factors are calculated and are used for analysis of the 
possibility of development of the new hollow Guide Rod Body. The ratio factors are 
shown below: 
Solid Beam : Pipe Shape 
a) Tip Deflection: 1 ： 1.149 
b) Bending Stress: 1 : 1.723 
c) Shear Stress: 1 ： 2.249 
d) Torsional Shear Stress: 1 ： 1.148 
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In Chart 1, Chart 2，Chart 3，and Chart 4, each mechanical property in Table 2 is 
plotted for both Solid Beam and Pipe-shaped models. The data plots are with single 
force loading at free end, and the response of each mechanical property is 
investigated. All the graphs have similar outlook. The data series of Pipe-shaped 
model have greater slope than Solid Beam model. It is because, as shown above in 
the ratio factors, Pipe shaped Guide Rod Body would experience larger tip 
deflection and higher stress in all 3 different measures. The result is exactly the 
same as expected from simple mechanics' knowledge. With the Moment of Inertia, I, 
being smaller in Pipe-like Guide Rod, the results are consistent and reasonable. 
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Chart 1: Comparison of Free End Deflection between Solid Beam and Pipe Shaped model 
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Chart 2: Comparison of Bending Stress between Solid Beam and Pipe Shaped model. 
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Shear Stress against Applied Force 
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Chart 3: Comparison of Shear Stress between Solid Beam and Pipe Shaped model. 
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Chart 4: Comparison of Shear Stress between Solid Beam and Piped Shaped model 
From physical figures of stainless steel [24], taking Shear Stress which has the 
largest ratio factor as an example, the novel Guide Rod with hollow pipe-shaped 
body is also strong enough to replace the old one and carry out the operation safely. 
As the Shear Stress ratio factor is 1:2.249, we must have a better safety margin of 
novel Guide Rod in taking up the 2 times greater Shear Stress per square mm while 
experiencing the same loading. Shear Modulus of common stainless steel is 77.2 
GPa [24]. From Equation 8, the maximum loading at maximum Shear Stress is 
about 180 N in Pipe-shaped model, comparing to kg-force of Solid Beam model. 
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Even though the loading limit is much lower than original design which is 180N or 
about 18 kgf, it is still good enough to survive in normal operation since doctor do 
not apply strong force inside patient's bone cavity. 
In the above modeling, the cross sectional dimensions of Pipe-shaped Guide Rod 
is setup based on a market-available stainless steel tube which has dimensions of 
outer diameter (|)3mm and inner diameter (|) 1.8mm. The theoretical mathematics 
result can be improved much with a tailor-made stainless steel tube, same O. D. 
(t)3mm and length 700mm but different I. D. (t)lmm. All 4 ratio factors have a high 
degree of improvement and are close to the original design. See the list below: 
Solid Beam : Pipe Shape 
a) Tip Deflection: 1 : 1.013 
b) Bending Stress: 1 : 1.52 
c) Shear Stress: 1 : 1.46 
d) Torsional Shear Stress: 1 : 1.011 
Comparing between two sets of ratio factors, all the “Solid Beam to Pipe Shape" 
ratios are at least improved by 11.8%; and Shear Stress ratio is enormously lower to 
35%. Therefore, a Guide Rod with smaller hollow wirings' passage obviously has 
better breakage resistance and is closer to the primary performance of old Guide 
Rod. 
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3.2.3 Guide Rod: Tail 
Tail part is the last component to complete the new Guide Rod. In old design, 
the tail part is the entrance of medical tools. It has a tapered end for easier entry of 
operation drills and bone nail. In the newly designed Guide Rod, Tail is very 
important since it is now used to hook up with other connecting devices, which will 
be discussed later. Also, electricity inputs and voltage reading output transmissions 
are carried out at the new Tail part. 
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Figure 29: Cross section view of Tail part of new Guide Rod. 
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Figure 30: Close-up diagram offinished Tail part of new Guide Rod. 
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The Tail and Rod Body are connected together and the joint is almost invisible 
with fine surface finishing and polishing processes. The outer diameter of the Tail is 
exactly the same as Rod Body and thus they can be paired up without any 
imperfectness. Due to fluid-proof requirement, the Tail has to be connected to Rod 
Body with no gap. Recall from Section 3.2.1, there are two common methods in 
making waterproof connection, using rubber sealing ring or welding process. The 
second option is chosen because there is not much space in the Rod Body or Tail to 
machine any feature and make some threads. Moreover, rubber sealing O-ring with 
outer diameter (|)3inm causes problems on the issues of mechanical structure and 
machining technology. The cost in fabrication of such difficult features is unrealistic 
in a mass production tool. As a result, simple stainless steel welding and together 
with surface finishing processes are performed in jointing the Rod Body and Tail 
into one workpiece. 
Cross sectional view of Tail in AutoCAD design is shown in Figure 29. In 
Figure 30, two copper rings are built on the Tail's specific positions. The copper 
rings are the key players for transmitting electricity supply and taking out the 
sensor's readings. Copper rings are appropriately aligned with other components 
which receive the voltage outputs and undergo further data analysis. Thin wirings 
are the medium to carry the sensor's signal to the Guide Rod Tail. The wirings go 
through from the Head, straightly along the Rod Body and reach the Tail. They turn 
with a small angle and then connect with the copper rings. Next, copper rings 
transmit the signal outward for more signals conditioning and processing. 
Precautions are taken as attaching the copper rings on Tail part with electrical 
insulating epoxy. 
Behind copper rings, a concave feature, running around the Tail in a complete 
circle, is where the locking site of the Guide Rod hooking up with a connection 
system. The working principle of the connection system with Guide Rod's special 
features will be discussed in Section 3.3. The tapered end is machined for easier 
entry of operational drills and other insertion tools, including bone nails. The 
specially machined open end also provides high accuracy in alignment with the 
connection system. 
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3.3 Connection System 
Connection System is a entirely novel component in Reaming Operation. Old 
Guide Rod is completely free from any electronic or components and needs nothing 
to connect. Its free end is left open through out the operation. Doctor can exchange 
medical tools quickly, pulling out the used tool, switching the tool from the 
pneumatic driver and replacing another different-sized one, and pushing into the 
bone cavity again to continue the Reaming Operation. Doctors use to have such 
rapid tool-switching actions. Based on this important and necessary criterion, the 
. n o v e l hooking-up system must have a fast locking-and-releasing mechanism. 
Figure 31: Newly design of Connector System is hooking up with re-engineered Guide Rod. All the 
components of Connection System is specified in the diagram. 
The all-new Connection System, as in Figure 31, helps doctor in a better and 
safer operation situation. In this time, the safe concern is no longer focusing on the 
patient, but on medical officers. When conventional Reaming Procedures are carried 
out, a medical officer, such as, doctor or nurse, has to hold the end part of old Guide 
Rod with bear hand. The action is strongly undesired in the reason of possibility of 
Guide Rod's rotation movement affected by medical pneumatic-driven drills. With 
respect to patient's conditions, the hand-on hazard of old Guide Rod is not a 
disastrous problem, but improvement on the issue is a great improvement officer's 
working performance. 
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While the new Connection System is being developed, a series of fundamental 
and normal requirements is defined before any design is generated. Firstly, the 
system has to be “fast to lock-up and release", this is listed obviously in order to 
meet the old Guide Rod's standard and keep off-operation duration in minimum. 
Secondly, safety is the second-most major concern as medical tool being using on 
human subject and safety measures must be met. Thirdly, the new component should 
have high quality and long endurance in reliability. In case the re-engineered 
Reaming System is successfully developed and world-widely adopted, the novel 
system will be one of the standard equipment in operation rooms. Moreover, the 
working principle, mechanism and assembly design should be as simple as possible. 
The reason is easiness in operation and regular maintenance. Additionally, a system 
with fewer components would have less chance of failure during working. The 
complexity is hugely decreased and the maintenance charges could be reduced, too. 
3,3.1 Connection System: Components 
There are totally 6 mechanical parts in building up the Connection System. They 
are Case, Connector, Locking Ball, End Shaft, Slide, and Handle, and two spring 
coils. 
1) Case as shown in Figure 32 is the most important component of the 
Connection System. The connection and disconnection process are taken place 
inside its body. All the other mentioned Connection System's members have direct 
interactions with it, except the Handle which only acts on the Slide. 
_ 
Figure 32: Close-up view of machined Case of the Connection System. 
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2) Connector is the smallest mechanical workpiece being machined. Its physical 
dimensions are about ^3mm in diameter and totally 6mm in length as shown in 
Figure 33. Its concaved front is machined in order to aligning with Guide Rod's 
open-end Tail perfectly. Together with the Slide, it controls and actuates the 
“contraction” and "relaxation" of Locking Balls, which is the clamping teeth of 
locking mechanism. The working mechanism will be discussed in later sections in 
details. The movement of Connector is within the Case, as shown in Figure 34, and 
is controlled by a compressive spring. The spring restores to its original length and 
pushes the small component towards the entrance hole of Guide Rod. The Connector 
stops by itself since it has a tiny pin and prevents it from coming out from the Case, 
resulting in losing control of Locking Balls. 
Tiny pin on 
the connector 
Concave feature to 
match Guide Rod's end 
Figure 33: 6mm long, ^3mm diameter connector is the smallest mechanical 
component in the novel re-engineering Reaming System. 
Figure 34: Backside view of the Case with the moving Connector is placed inside. 
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3) Locking Balls, see in Figure 35, are originally roller balls from shaft bearing. 
They are made of high stiffness stainless steel and have high wear-resistance. Total 
of three balls are applied in this Connection System as the teeth to clamp the Guide 
Rod's end. The Locking Balls being used is in the size of (|)2mm diameter. The back-
and-forth motion of both Connector and Slide actuate their clamping action on 
Guide Rod's socket. 
幽 
Figure 35: Locking ball, originally from bearing, is used in 
Connection System as teeth to clamp the Guide Rod. 
4) End Shaft, as shown in Figure 36 is a component to be screwed to the back of 
the Case as shown 
in Figure 37. The 120nini long Shaft is relatively stationary with 
respect to the Connector and Case; both the spring coils act on it and thus react and 
actuate the motion of both Connector and Slide. Moreover, the 120mm long 
component rotates with support and guidance of two bearings which are separated 
60mm. The rotation motion of whole Connection Systems is smoother and highly 
aligned with respect to rotation centre. The plastic box containing the moving End 
Shaft and other components of Connection System will be discussed in next sub-
section. 
t Machined flat I ？-5 •. . . • 
surface for rotation  
encoder mounting \ 
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Figure 36: End Shaft of Connection System is shown in figure. It provides counter-action 
of two spring coils which control the motion of Connector and Slide. 
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Figure 37: The Case is screwed together with the Shaft. 
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Figure 38: Slide, embracing the Case, works in partnership with Connector, which move 
within the Case, control the damping action of three locking balls. 
5) Slide is another moving part taking part in the three ball-teeth control action 
as shown in Figure 38. Slide has specially designed tapered surface which allows the 
Locking Balls "contracting" to clamp and "relaxing" to loose the Guide Rod (see 
Figure 39). The tapered surface performs its utility while the Slide is moving back 
and forth. The Slide is always pushed forward to exert contracting force on the three 
Locking Balls by the extension property of another compressive spring which is 
located between End Shaft and itself. 
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Figure 39: Anatomy view of Connection System. Slide has a tapered interior surface which can 
control in-and-out motion of three Locking Balls while moving back-and-forth Two spring coils, one 
is working between the Connector and End Shaft within the Case; and other one is working between 
the Slide and End Shaft outside the Case, within the Slide. 
6) As shown in Figure 40, Handle does not take part in action of the Connection 
System hooking up the Guide Rod. It is only used in pulling the Slide backward, 
loosing the Locking Ball, and let the Connection System detach the Guide Rod 
automatically. It is fabricated a rod-shaped handle for user to pull backward. 
二 .1 i"i_._，irT.. 
Figure 40: Fabricated Handle is used to start the releasing process of clamped Guide Rod. 
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7) Two compressive spring coils, in Figure 41，are located at (a) (t)3mm x 
15mmL, between the Connector and End Shaft, (b) (|)7.8mm x 21mmL, between the 
Slide and End Shaft. They are always extending and restoring their original 
uncompressed length and thus, pushing both the Connector and Slide forward. 
However, as both controlling the in-or-out motion of the ball clamp's contraction or 
relaxation, one of the springs is at maximum working length while the other at 
minimum status. 
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Figure 41: A pair of custom-made springs are applied in the Connector System for actuation on other 
components, and thus on the three ball-clamping teeth. 
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3.3.2 Connection System: Connection Mechanism 
In this section, a series of illustrations with indications is discussed in sequence 
for a better understanding of how the Connection System works. 
As shown in Figure 42, the Connection System is ready for connecting the Guide 
Rod. The three Locking Balls is in OPEN status as the Connector restricting them 
from contracting. As the three Locking Balls are at their outermost working position, 
the Slide is not allowed to move forward and push the Locking Balls going in. 
However, the Slide has stored spring potential energy at high end and is ready to 
release once there is no blocking for the Locking Balls going inward. At the OPEN 
status, the Connector-Shaft-spring is at its maximum working length; and the Slide-
Shaft-spring is at its minimum working length, i.e. Slide is moved to the most 
backward traveling position. • P H 
• H 
Figure 42: The Connection System is at the OPEN status. 
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Next, the re-engineered Guide Rod is inserted into the opening of the Case. The 
connection process is now proceeding as shown in Figure 43. The Guide Rod's 
tapered free end matches perfectly to its couple face on Connector. As the user 
keeps on inserting the Guide Rod deeper into the Case, the Connector goes inward 
by the pushing force and compress the spring right next to it. At this moment, the 
three Locking Balls do not move to anywhere since the Guide Rod Tail has the same 
diameter as the Connector. The Guide Rod has not yet been locked by the clamping 
ball-teeth. 
Figure 43: When Guide Rod is inserted into the case, it matches the Connector. 
In the coining step, the Guide Rod is pushed deeper and deeper together with the 
Connector. The inserting motion is stopped by the contraction of three Locking 
Balls. Recall that the tapered surface located inside the Slide always pushes the ball 
teeth to contract because of the forward motion energy storing in the compressed 
Slide-Shaft-spring. Through the angled surface, longitudinal potential energy is 
diverted 90�and the Locking Balls always are pushed to contract. Once the thin 
neck of Guide Rod for ball-teeth-locking reaches the depth where the three Locking 
Balls locate, they naturally would contract and stuck in the neck-socket of Guide 
Rod. The lock and clamp is activated, as shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: The three ball-teeth clamp on the thin neck feature of Guide Rod. 
And lastly, the finishing step of Connection is to secure the connection to ensure 
that it will not detaching accidentally and do not cause any damage to the patient or 
physicians. As mentioned before, the Slide is in a prepared situation of moving 
forward once the resistance of Locking Balls disappears. Then, the Slide would 
automatically move forward as shown in Figure 45, until it is stopped by the 
Locking Balls again, but it is at its front-most working travel position. This is the 
CLOSE status and the Connection is completed. 
Figure 45: Slide moves forward to secure the connection and locking firmly. Forwardly moved 
Slide prevents the Locking Balls from accidental releasing the Guide Rod. This is the CLOSE 
status of the system. 
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3.3.3 Connection System: Disconnection Mechanism 
The connection mechanism is discussed in previous sub-section. The reverse 
order of locking sequence is obviously the Disconnection mechanism. In the reversal 
process, the initiator is now the Handle. Pull the Handle towards the large rim of 
Slide and release the Locking Balls from spring-produced inward-pushing force. 
Next, the Locking Balls are pushed out by the outgoing Guide Rod, which is 
expelled away from the Case under the actuation of restoring spring and Connectors. 
Finally, the Connection System will return to its original OPEN status. And the 
Guide Rod is detached from the system. Doctor can make use of this rapid "lock and 
unlock" mechanism to swap his drilling tools from different size to enlarge patient's 
bone bore. The fast mechanism costs almost same amount of time during the time-
racing operation. Therefore, the new system will save time and have less influence 
on the patient. 
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3.4 Signal Transmission Mechanism 
Recall from Section 3.2.3, the re-engineered Guide Rod has a novel feature of 
two signal-transmission Copper Rings. The Copper Rings are responsible for 
transmitting supply voltage and signal outputs from the MEMS pressure sensor. 
Inside the Guide Rod, a pair of thin insulated copper wires, with purple and gold 
colour for easy recognition, is directly connected to the inter-surface of the Copper 
Rings. And, the novel Signal Transmission Mechanism which was developed to 
allow signal transmission between the copper rings and the external circuitry is 
discussed in this section. 
The Signal Transmission Mechanism basically performs as a medium to pass the 
electricity, voltage supply or signal output, to the other side, i.e. inside to outside of 
the reaming system, or vice versa. From the medical officer's advice, the old Guide 
Rod would rotate during operation as a result of frictional force induced between the 
working medical drills and Guide Rod. Therefore, the conventional wire connection 
technique, such as welding of leads, is not a good choice in the modified Guide Rod 
Reaming System. Common methods do not satisfy the dynamic requirement and 
may result in whirling of rigidly connected wirings and breakage in the end. A 
completely different approach for a new system has to be developed to face the 
potential hazard of failure in electrical wirings. 
Figure 46: Picture of the Drawn Cup Bearing. The inner diameter of the 
bearing roller is 3mm, matching the diameter of Guide Rod. 
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In the novel dynamic Signal Transmission System, rigid soldering joints connect 
between the thin wires and Copper Rings' interior, as both are stuck to the Guide 
Rod and rotate with the Rod, thus relatively stationary to each other. On the other 
hand, no rigid connection is applied between the Copper Rings and external 
components as the reason mentioned in previous paragraph. To achieve the dynamic 
performance, a bearing with metallic roller and outer case is used in the novel Signal 
Transmission Mechanism. 
Figure 47: Anatomy view of Drawn Cup Bearing from INA Bearing Company. 
Signal transmission bearing 
Guide Rod 
Figure 48: Signal transmission bearings keep in contact with Guide Rod and take the signals out 
from the interior wires. 
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Figure 49: Red arrow indicates the flow of voltage signal from sensor 's end. Blue 
arrow indicates the signal being transmitted through drawn cup bearing; Green 
arrow shows the signal is taken out from bearing case. 
As shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47, a market-available bearing is used in the 
new Signal Transmission Mechanism. The bearings line up and touch the Guide Rod, 
and different bearings are responsible for different polarities of electricity 
conduction as shown in Figure 48. The principle is very simple and effective. In 
Figure 49，a picture captured from the experimental setup of demonstration of the 
working principle of the novel Bearing Signal Transmission Mechanism is shown. 
In the new dynamic system, electricity is conducted to the surface of rotating rod, i.e. 
through internal wires to Copper Rings' surfaces. From the rings' surfaces, 
electricity is conducted to the bearings' outer case through the rapidly circulating 
bearing rollers which contact both the rings and bearing cases tightly. Thus, with 
contacting any conducting wire to any electricity-filled bearing case, the 
corresponding voltage signals can be obtained for further process or analysis. 
Reversal order of the conducting sequence is simply the opposite direction of 
electricity conduction, from external circuit to the rod's interior. 
The Drawn Cup Bearing in Figure 47 from INA Bearing Company is the best 
candidate for the application, which needs tight contact between bearing rollers and 
Guide Rod, since its interior roller cage is made of plastic and provides elastic 
flexibility of contraction of the bearing rollers. The contraction results in a tight 
contact between the electricity conducting components, and thus the transmission 
could be successful. 
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3.5 Plastic Case 
As discussed so far, the entire Guide Rod system is exposed to atmosphere 
without any containing case. However, the Signal Transmission System would not 
perform well without a suitable mechanism to hold the electricity-conducting 
bearing in a stable position, hence, a case is needed to contain the working Guide 
Rod and maximize the quality of signal output. 
Figure 50: Base of the Plastic Case. Major working components inside the Case are at position. 
In developing the Plastic Case, the most significant design is to maintain the 
longitudinal axes of the Guide Rod and Connection System in a perfectly aligned 
position. This requirement is trivial but vital to the smoothness of their rotation 
motion. Moreover, the position of rotation encoder is aligned with the system's 
longitudinal axis. Special features for each component of the Connection System are 
considered and applied in the design of the Plastic Case. 
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Figure 51: The top part of Plastic Case has very similar physical features as the 
base part in Figure 50, but with minor differentiations. 
The major function of the Plastic Case is to provide a stationary stand for all the 
working components of the new Guide Rod, as shown in Figure 50. The top-half is 
removed for inside view as shown in Figure 51. The two halves of Plastic Case are 
fabricated by a rapid prototyping machine (Stratasys FDM 1600). The rapid 
prototype machine is able to produce a prototype in terms of hours instead of days as 
would be required for a hand-made prototype. Moreover, one of the advantages of 
the FDM machine is its interconnection with a computer, and the prototype design 
can be modified rapidly and easily. 
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3.6 Selection of Microsensor 
One of the major study areas of this project is the application of a MEMS 
pressure sensor. The working principle of the micromachine is discussed here. As 
shown in Figure 52 and yFigure 53, the MEMS pressure sensor being implanted is 
supplied by an US company, Entran Devices Inc. 
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Figure 52: Miniature MEMS pressure sensor used for implantation 
at the Guide Rod's Head. Sensor's length is about 6mm. 
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yFigure 53: The diameter of the MEMS pressure sensor is about ^3.5mm. 
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The official model number of the specially packaged MEMS pressure sensor is 
EPB-B03-46-50P [18]. All the customized requests can be traced out from the 
manufacturer's model code. Entran's "EPB" series pressure sensor is the smallest 
packaged stainless steel casing sensor available in commercial market. Its sensing 
diaphragm is about (t)3.2mm and can measure both static and dynamic pressure. The 
environmentally tough sensing component is designed for exposure to water and 
many other corrosive fluids which are compatible with its stainless steel diaphragm. 
"BO" in the model code represents the sensor body's dimensions which is the 
smallest within the series. (t)3.5mm is the sensor diameter, and 6mm is roughly the 
length of the MEMS pressure sensor. 
Number “3” right after "BO" means that the sensor works on pressure 
measurement with respect to absolute reference, zero offset to 0 pressure absolute. 
The absolute reference is used when pressure measurements are to be made relative 
to 0 pressure absolute. The reference pressure cavity is sealed at the time of 
manufacture and evacuated to a zero offset electrically to 0 pressure absolute. 
Simple schematic diagram of piezoresistive pressure sensor is shown in Figure 54. 
The zero absolute reference chamber is created as the cavity underneath Si 
membrane being closed with adding another substrate from below. 
“46” is a parameter for tailor-made shortened stainless steel body. The shortened 
case is about 2mm less than an usual one. And finally, "SOP" refers to the sensing 
range of the MEMS pressure sensor and thus 50PSI is the maximum working 
pressure. 
P i e z o r e s i s t o r 
Figure 54: Schematic cross-section of a piezoresistive pressure sensor [19]. 
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Like most of the pressure sensor available in commercial market, the Entran 
pressure sensor employs a fully active Wheatstone Bridge consisting of 
semiconductor strain gages [18]. All together four are needed in setting-up a typical 
Wheatstone Bridge configuration as shown in Figure 55. 
Figure 55: Wheatstone Bridge configuration of the four piezoresistors. The arrows 
indicate resistance changes when the membrane of sensor is bent downward [19]. 
Figure 55 shows the electrical model of the Wheatstone Bridge, which is one of 
the fundamental measurement setup for instruments. It has two paralleled 2-serial-
rcsistors pathways, that were made use of electrical resistors in circuitry setup or 
doped regions on silicon substrate in producing MEMS instruments, as shown in 
Figure 54. Usually, manufacturer dopes opposite polarity type of silicon into silicon 
substrate; thickness is from 5 fxn to 20|xn, depending on the desired pressure 
sensitivity of the device [20]. Heavily doped piezoresistors are created by ion 
implantation of boron. Boron molecules only penetrate those specially treated areas 
on the Si membrane. With correct procedures, more layers and pattern metallization 
of circuitry can be added on the doped silicon membrane and thus a workable chip 
of pressure sensor with Wheatstone Bridge configuration is fabricated. 
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Chapter 4: Signal Conditioning & 
Processing 
4.1 Signal Conditioning and Processing 
A signal conditioner is a module specifically intended to provide signal scaling, 
amplification, linearization, cold junction compensation, filtering, attenuation, 
excitation, common mode rejection, ... etc. Signal conditioning improves the quality 
of the sensor signals that will be converted into analog, or more advanced, into 
digital signals for computer compatible data acquisition and further processing [17, 
23]. 
As a MEMS pressure sensor is applied in the novel Reaming Operation Guide 
Rod, the voltage-output device has meaningful signal readings to be conditioned, 
processed and analyzed. Several major electronic components are discussed in this 
chapter with their supporting peripheral partners. These electronic components 
altogether construct an effective circuit to operate and refine the voltage waveforms 
from the pressure transducer. Main components of the circuit design consist of 
voltage regulation, instrumentation amplification, noise filtering and data 
processing. The first two are situated inside the Guide Rod's Head. They are used to 
first condition the output signals from the MEMS pressure sensor. Afterward, they 
pass the voltage signals to the 700mm long thin insulated copper wires, the Copper 
Rings and the Bearing-Signal Transmission system. And lastly, the electrical reading 
is fed to the noise filtering circuit to filter out noise signal from the mechanical 
bearing system. 
4.2 Voltage Regulation 
Most DC supplies include a voltage regulator to hold the output voltage nearly 
constant, despite large differential fluctuations of the input [25]. Recall from Section 
3.6, the Wheatstone-bridge-based pressure sensor produces its meaningful voltage 
output across its intermediate points of both bridge arms. The differential output 
reading depend on the voltage supply to the electrical circuit, and a steady electricity 
source is very important in operating the fluctuation-sensible device. Moreover, like 
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the MEMS sensor, other electronic circuits may have a performance dependence 
related to the voltage supply [26]. Therefore, an efficient and reliable voltage 
regulator is a must to build up a successful ICs circuit. 
A commercially-available voltage regulator is used to filter out any unsteadiness 
of the voltage input. Fabricated by National Semiconductor Corporation, LP2981is a 
5V f ix current output with maximum 100mA current output voltage regulator. It is 
specially designed for portable applications, such as, portable phone, or Camcorder, 
or other hand-held appliances. This is useful and important for the novel design of 
the Guide Rod as applying a tiny regulator on-board of a PCB which is implanted 
into the Head. On the miniature-sized self-fabricated PCB, the voltage regulator is 
the most significant since it takes up the direct power supply from external system 
and converts the varying input voltage into a stabilized smooth DC input being used 
by other IC signal processing sub-circuits. 
The National Semiconductor Corporate fabricated LP2981 5V voltage regulator 
is packaged in the smallest possible size of IC production, SOT-23 package which is 
3mm X 3mm with 5 leads. The absolutely small physical dimensions save up 
precious board space within the Guide Rod's Head. It needs only to be connected 
with two surface-mount capacitors for its voltage stabilization practice as shown in 
the schematic diagram in Figure 56 [27:. 
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Figure 56: Schematic diagram of the LP2981. Number 1 to 5 are the labels of corresponding 
leads on the real IC [27]. 
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4.3 Instrumentation Amplification 
Amplification is carried out directly after the MEMS pressure sensor produces 
its voltage signals by an instrumentation amplifier, which is specialized in 
amplifying the signal from transducers. Instrumentation amplifiers are generally 
high-performance differential input voltage amplifiers that have high-gain accuracy, 
low noise, low offsets, and other advantageous characteristics. Most applications of 
the instrumentation amplifiers are based on amplifying the signal of a transducer to 
amplitude that can be accurately converted into a digital signal without introducing 
significant errors. Thus, instrumentation amplifier can be used with Wheatstone-
bridge-configuration pressure sensor [28]. 
The AMP04, as shown in Figure 57，is a single-supply instrumentation amplifier 
designed to work from 5V to 15V voltage supply range [29]. It has an excellent 
combination of accuracy, low power consumption, wide input voltage range, and 
excellent gain performance. It is easy to set up the amplification gain with only a 
single external resistor, for a range of gain from 1 to 1000. It is designed in 
particular for strain gauges, thermocouples, medical instrumentation, and data 
acquisition systems. Equation 17 shows how the gain of AMP04 is selected with a 
single external resistor, (Rgain in Figure 58), and Equation 18 shows the output 
voltage as a function of differential input voltage and the gain: 
Gam = — E q u a t i o n 10 
gain 
Kut = (Kin — Kin ) X Gain + Equation 11 
Figure 57: AMP04 is being tested on its primary function of instrumentation amplification 
while calibrating the MEMS pressure sensor. 
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Figure 58: Schematic diagram of the internal design ofAMP04. Number 1 to 8 are the corresponding 
labels of real IC [Reprinted from 29]. 
Located inside the Guide Rod's Head, the AMP04, a precision single supply 
instrumentation amplifier, receives the +Out and -Out pre-processed differential 
signals from the sensor's signal conditioning module. The instrumentation amplifier, 
with schematic diagram shown in Figure 58, processes a pair of differential voltage 
signals and gives out a single gain-amplified voltage reading. The reading is then fed 
across the thin insulated Copper Wire and is transmitted out from the Guide Rod. 
Further signal processing and analysis functions, such as noise filtering and reading 
display are performed as next steps. 
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4.4 Noise Filtering 
For every electronic circuit, there is noise on the output signal. No matter how 
good an electronic circuit is setup, the noise from the circuit system is unavoidable. 
Therefore, minimize or eliminate a large portion of the noise is the only option to 
maintain a good signal. Researchers have found that noise can be differentiated into 
several categories, mostly in terms of their frequencies. Engineers have developed 4 
major noise filter systems to deal with noise: 1) /ow-pass filters which pass low 
frequencies and reject high frequencies; 2) high-pass filters which pass high 
frequencies and reject low frequencies; 3) band-pass filters which pass frequencies 
within a certain band and reject frequencies that are both higher or lower than that 
band; and, 4) band-reject filters which pass all frequencies except those within a 
certain band [26, 28, 30]. 
In the novel Guide Rod, the output signals from the MEMS pressure sensor can 
be classified as a D.C. leveling signals. It is because the voltage supply required by 
the MEMS pressure sensor is a +5V D.C. and thus the output signals are limited 
within the power supply range and gives out also D.C. signals. Therefore, the high-
frequency oscillating features appear on the sensor's outputs are recognized as 
meaningless noise. To deal with the undesired fluctuation, a low-pass filter is 
applied to extract the informative D.C. signals. The detailed development of the 
low-pass filter will be discussed in corresponding sections in the Experimental Setup 
Chapter. 
4.5 Signal Processing Software 
After the voltage signals are conditioned and refined by the mentioned electronic 
sub-systems, they could be passed to a signal processing software in order to 
transform the analog voltage readings to digital data. The analog-to-digital 
conversion by computer software is advantageous to further development of the 
Bone Reaming System in other engineering fields, such as tele-operation and remote 
control with force feedback. 
The mentioned computer program could be developed for analog-to-digital 
conversion, mathematical model correlation, rotation speed monitoring, display-unit 
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conversion, and pressure readings display. Analog-to-digital conversion is 
responsible for taking in the analog voltage output from signal conditioning circuit. 
The analog signal is then converted into digital data for further computational 
processes. Mathematical model correlation is a substitution of the digitized data into 
a linear equation between the sensed pressure and voltage output. The mathematical 
model is a generalized relationship of the electrical system in terms of the 
parameters being collected through calibration experiment which will be discussed 
in a later chapter. Rotation speed of the Guide Rod system is another parameter that 
is monitored by the program to investigate whether rotation phenomenon affects the 
signals' quality or not. Display-unit conversion is a very simple numerical 
multiplication on the data given from previous programming steps. Different 
pressure units are related with known conversion factors and the system is flexible 
for all users with different manners on physical units. Linking up to an on-screen 
display is the very final step of signal processing and interaction between the 
machine and human could take place. 
To utilize the voltage-and-pressure relationship, a force-feedback robotic 
controller can be linked up to the sensor. By correlating the linear relationship 
between pressure input and sensor output, a motor-driven force-feedback haptic 
device can be developed as a controller for the Reaming tool and a hand-held 
joystick for physical "feeling" of the marrow pressure within the bone cavity. Surely 
the physical sensation of pressure is much more effective and impressive than pure 
numbering observation. This is also a preparative step to build up a tele-operation 
system through the fast growing Internet. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Setup 
5.1 Experiments 
Experiment is a very important step leading to success of a newly developed 
system. The novel Guide Rod Reaming System is not an exceptional case. A series 
of testing and calibration experiments are carried out to pre-examine the possibility 
of successful development of new Guide Rod System. 
5.2 MEMS Pressure Sensor 
Micromachined Pressure Sensor, supplied by Entran Devices Inc., is the core of 
this new tooling development project. The MEMS Pressure Sensor is a fully 
calibrated and ready-to-run product. The silicon-chip-hearted sensor has a factory-
built conditioning module connecting directly to itself. The conditioning module has 
a simple circuit and several resistors to stabilize both the voltage input and signal 
output between external world and sensing chip. The conditioning module is unique 
and could not be replaced by another module from the equivalent model. Each EPB 
series pressure transducer has sensitivity around 0.7mV/PSI and the mapping 
pressure sensation range is 50PSI for the tailor-made batch. 
In the preliminary experiment on the EPB sensor, the sensor is tested with its 
general performance and basic characteristics. The setup of basic testing experiment 
on pressure sensor is shown in Figure 59. Power is supplied and signal is retrieved 
through the leads. The instrumentation amplifier circuit is essential to read out the 
differential outputs, +Out and -Out of Wheatstone Bridge configurated MEMS 
Pressure Sensor. The pneumatic cylinder is the pressure-accumulation chamber to 
achieve the desired internal pressure which is at maximum of 50PSI. As air is being 
pumped into the cylinder from the hose opening at bottom, the signal readings are 
changed and fed into the instrumentation amplifier of the testing circuit. In the 
preliminary examination of MEMS pressure sensor, the instrumentation amplifier, 
AMP04, is pre-set in a very basic manner and meets the most basic requirements of 
processing signals from sensor. 
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The instrumentation amplifier circuit is built up with only adjusting one external 
resistor. The resistor affects the gain of the amplifier according to Equation 10. A 
2.2k resistor is randomly picked to set the gain of the amplification as 45. The result 
of the preliminary test of MEMS pressure sensor is discussed in Section 6.2. 
Instriimentatioxi 
Amplifier -
circuit v" -jjjj^^H 
Figure 59: The experimental setup of the preliminary test on the MEMS pressure sensor. 
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5.3 Voltage Regulation Experiment 
As mentioned previously, stability on the power supply to the MEMS pressure 
sensor is critical to the accuracy and confidence on the reading outputs. It is 
necessary to regulate the voltage supply to the device. LP2981 is selected, supplied 
from National Semiconductor Corporate, and the setup of voltage regulation circuit 
is exactly the same as defined by manufacturer's data sheet, schematic diagram as 
Figure 56 on page 63. The setup of the experiment is as simple as plugging an IC 
with one input and one output. Result of the experiment is discussed in Section 6.3 
and it is focused on the comparison of Input and Output, and whether the voltage 
regulation circuit works properly. 
5.4 Noise Filtering Experiment 
In previous section, the reasons of the presence of a low-pass filter circuitry have 
been stated. It is now to discuss the development of the filter circuits. 
Nowadays, there are two main streams of noise filtering circuit setups, Active 
and Passive filters. Passive filter contains only with passive elements, resistors, 
inductors, and capacitors. Conversely, active filter introduces a new IC component, 
operational amplifier, into the noise filtering circuit; and the mostly importantly, 
eliminates the passive-filter-essential inductors from filter circuit. Inductor always 
becomes very large in size and expensive in price unrealistically in low frequencies 
applications and thus leading to failure. Moreover, active filter are that they are 
versatile, easily constructed, easily tuned, and inexpensive while comparing to the 
rival [28]. 
To filter out undesired noise, it is very important to define the useful range of 
frequencies before design a filtering circuit as rejecting opposite natured noise. In 
the Bone Reaming System, the voltage outputs obviously do not rapidly changing 
and giving out high frequency readings. Thus, a low pass filter is suitable to be 
applied on the output voltage readings and preserves the originality of signals. 
Second-order, shown in Figure 60, and third-order active filters, shown in Figure 61, 
are investigated as they have better clearance at cut-off frequency than the first-order 
！31, 32, 33, and 34]. Both of them have steeper slope of signal readings of beyond 
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cut-off frequency, 40dB/decade for second-order and 60dB/decade for third-order, 
comparing to 20dB/decade for first-order. 
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Figure 60: The schematic network of the -40dB/decade second-order Butterworth low-pass filter. 
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Figure 61: The schematic network of the -60dB/decade third-order low-pass filter. It consists of a-
20dB/decade stage, from to before R3, a -4 OdB/decade second-order stage of rest of the circuit. 
The circuits of second- and third-order low pass filters are constructed based on 
a few steps of equations [31, 32]. The sequential equations are requirement-oriented 
and are helpful to find out the working values of the peripheral supporting 
components. 
Typically, Rj is put to be equal to R2, and R3 = Rj + R2. And at the cut-off 
frequency, capacitor C； is calculated from: 
Iq = Equation 12 
C2 ~ Equation 13 
and thus, 
灭 1 二 丑Xci Equation 14 
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The third-order filter is basically a serial combination of a first- and sccond-
order filter. And thus, individual sets of equations on both filters are calculated to 
build up the desired circuit setup. However, a very important point has to be noticed 
that is the two-stage-filter alternates the original definition on cut-off frequency. As 
a result, the cut-off frequency being used in the calculation of peripheral 
components becomes: f 
f =——— Equation 15 0.65 
From the above series of computational steps, the Noise Filtering circuits can be 
developed base on Equation 12, 13, and 14. The peripheral components of active 
low pass filter were calculated with the target cut-off frequency be 0.5~lHz. The 
cut-off frequency is defined to an extremely low aim in the reason that the DC 
leveling of voltage output is the one and only one kind of signal being interested in. 
To setup a second-order one, shown in Figure 62, R\ and R2 are chosen to be 470kQ 
and the other peripheral components are: 
Rj ^ R2 Equation 16 
IMQ 
Ci = p=— Equation 17 
QAljuF 
C2 = 2Cj Equation 18 
^IjuF 
HiF 
470k 470k . ’;� 
• ~ [ I I D — ~   
0.47 n F + Vom 丄 "X t z ] 一一 
IM Q T Figure 62: The calculated design of second-order low-pass filter circuit of cut-offfrequency at 0.5Hz. 
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Figure 63: The calculated design of third-order low-pass filter circuit of cut-offfrequency at 0.5Hz. 
For the third-order case, the procedures of derivation is similar but recall that the 
cut-off frequency has to be recalculated with Equation 22 before applying to the 
circuit's design equations. Therefore, 
f — fc Equation 19 
0.65 
= > / = 0.769i/z 
Similarly, the bigger low-pass filter, as shown in Figure 63，in the order of three 
is created with new f for mathematical equations. 
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5.5 Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System 
Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System is another newborn system in the 
novel Reaming Guide Rod. The new signal transmission mechanism transmits 
electricity power supply and sensor voltage output into and out from, respectively, a 
rotating shaft by means of stainless steel made bearings. The idea has to be proven 
to have both the workability and quality, in order to replace the existing system 
during the re-engineering research. 
An experimental system is constructed to test Rotating Bearing Signal 
Transmission System, as shown in Figure 64. The experiment is established and 
investigates on the possibility of developing a new signal transmission method. In 
the setup, the left-most is a motor which is driven by a DC voltage of 7.2V. The 
motor initiates the rotation motion of the experiment. The target of the experiment, 
the Drawn Cup Bearing of INA Bearing Company, is located inside a specially 
designed housing. A (|)3inm diameter shaft, exactly equivalent to the interior 
diameter of bearings, passes through two roughly 80mm separated housings where 
the Drawn Cup Bearings are situated inside, as shown in Figure 65. 
Motor Screw 秦 
/ ^^^^ ‘ « / 'V，— 
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Shaft Housing 
Figure 64: Diagram of the setup of Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System. The series of red 
arrows represent the flow of voltage signal 
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In performing the experiment, pure DC voltage is applied across the system and 
any degradation of the input is noticed at the output side. In Figure 64，the DC 
voltage is fed in the shaft system from the screw on the left-hand-side housing, 
which is the input signal. Next, with the screw being lowered until firmly in touch 
with the outer case of bearing, voltage signal goes to the bearing's case, and bearing 
roller. The testing input is thus conducted to the shaft body through the rollers, 
across the shaft and reversely ordered outward to the other screw through the right-
hand-side bearing. The output signal is taken out from the right-hand-side housing's 
screw. By comparing the input and output signals, the result is found on the newly 
proposed Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System. Discussion on any 
difference between input and output signals is in the Section 6.6. 
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Figure 65: Close-up side view of the bearing holding housing. The shaft passes through the bearing 
hole and conduct electricity to the screw through bearing roller and bearing case. 
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5.6 Guide Rod System Calibration Experiment 
This is the most important experiment among all. The calibration experiment 
helps to find out the mathematical relationship between fluid pressure within the 
cavity, and the sensor's voltage output. The large experimental setup, 4ft x 1ft, is 
shown in Figure 66 with a number of major components. An air cylinder supplied 
from SMC Pneumatics (HK) Ltd. is modified to model the hollow human bone 
cavity by removing the piston rod. The new Guide Rod is inserted into the bone-
imitating-air-cylinder with its head deeply staying inside. The tail of Guide Rod is 
plugged into the Connection System which appropriately positions inside the top 
and bottom pair of plastic case. The Guide Rod is firmly locked up with the ball-
teeth and the signal transmitting Copper Rings precisely align with the three signal 
transmitting Drawn Cup Bearings. The plastic case is situated on a special designed 
platform and any displacement or misalignment is compensated. A Type 540 motor 
is placed 100mm away from the Guide Rod in parallel axial orientation. The small 
motor drives the whole system to rotate as simulating the friction-driven rotation 
phenomenon. 
Figure 66: The overview of the experimental setup of system calibration. 
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Figure 67: The SMC supplied air-cylinder has its actuating piston rod being taken away. The empty 
cavity with the structure is a well-ready physical model of bone cavity. 
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Figure 68: An adapter is machined to correct the original (pi 2mm opening for actuating piston rod to 
(p^mm of miniature Guide Rod Body in order to minimize fluid leakage. In the figure, it also shows 
the belt drive system to simulate the rotation motion of Guide Rod in real operation situation. 
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In the calibration experimental setup, a few important points have to be stressed. 
In choosing the suitable model of air cylinder, the length of the air cylinder is as 
long as average length of human bone to imitate the real situation in operation. The 
SMC supplied cylinder, as in Figure 67, is modified as follow; 1) the actuating 
piston and rod is removed to make space for the insertion of new Guide Rod; 2) an 
adapter is machined to correct from the original (|)12mm opening for movable piston 
rod to a much smaller (|)3mm passage for Guide Rod Body, as shown in Figure 68; 3) 
other than factory-built fluid IN and OUT ports, an extra port is opened for 
connecting the positive reading path of measurement reference manometer，shown 
in Figure 69. The Digitron pressure manometer, a product from Sifam Instruments 
Limited, measures the fluid pressure throughout the calibration experiments and the 
mathematical relationship between the sensor's voltage output and current fluidic 
pressure is found out with the mentioned "reference" pressure readings. The Guide-
Rod-passing adapter has homogeneous fluid-proof ability as the originally designed 
leakage-block. ； 
Figure 69: The cylinder is connected to a digital pressure manometer. The manometer plays a role of 
pressure measurement reference during the system-calibration experiments. 
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5.6.1 Calibration Experiment ~Stationary 
The calibration is carried out in conventional manner as any new measurement 
system. In the first stage, the mathematical relationship between the voltage readings 
and real reference pressure is to be found repetitive measurements on the voltage 
output from sensor corresponding to fluid pressure inside the cylinder. With a large 
data set, a series of mean readings corresponding to different pressure situations are 
generalized and a linear mathematical model is fitted. The basic relationship 
between the pressure and electrical signals is thus known and can be applied to any 
signal processing machine. The well-calibrated system uses the mathematical model 
to calculate and output a corresponding pressure read-out with respect to any voltage 
output from MEMS pressure sensor. Moreover, a computer-independent Guide Rod 
of Reaming System can be developed in the future with a portable miniature-sized 
device which contains some memory hardwares for the mathematical model and 
perform self-computation on the pressure detected for display or other purposes. 
5.6.2 Calibration Experiment ~Dynamic 
The above calibration process only completes part of the full mathematical 
model of pressure-voltage relationship since the Guide Rod system may rotate due 
to frictional force interacting with medical drills. Therefore, with the similar 
approach in calibrating the system, the rotating speed of the Guide Rod system has 
to be considered together with the sensor's voltage output and referencing 
manometer's pressure readings. Another new mathematical model is generated with 
another new set of calibration data. 
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Chapter 6: Experimental Results 
6.1 Results 
From previous chapter, several important experiments were carried out to test 
individual parts or sub-systems before integrating all of them into a complete system. 
The experimental setup of each test was discussed in the previous chapter. The 
results of those experiments are discussed and analyzed in this chapter. 
6.2 MEMS Pressure Sensor 
Refer to Section 5.2, the MEMS Pressure Sensor is calibrated. The calibrated 
input pressure versus output voltage is shown in Chart 5. 
Preliminary test on MEMS Pressure Sensor 
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Chart 5: Experimental testing on the Entran Device Inc. fluidic pressure sensor. 
With approximately 14.7PSI as the normal atmospheric pressure, the calibration 
starts with the sensor output voltage at atmospheric conditions. The dotted line is the 
best-fitted linear regression to the data series. From the calibration experiment, the 
MEMS pressure sensor was shown to be working in a linear fashion and very simple 
first-ordered model is sufficient to represent the relationship between input pressure 
and output voltage. 
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6.3 Voltage Regulation Experiment 
Voltage regulator plays an important role to maintain a proper working 
environment for the whole circuitry. A random noise voltage source (with 9.6V 
mean value) is fed to the LP2981 voltage regulator as shown in Figure 70. 
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Figure 70: A fluctuating voltage source is fed to the LP2981 voltage regulator. The output voltage is 
then regulated to a pure DC power source for a stable IC circuit-working environment. 
The voltage regulator takes in the unstable voltage and transforms it into a 
steady DC voltage source. This IC voltage regulator passes the preliminary test and 
was used inside the Guide Rod's Head for stable power source of MEMS pressure 
sensor and the electronic circuit. The overall output after passing the regulator is 5V, 
which is a common and usual voltage input for most IC components. According to 
the specification data sheet of the LP2981 (National Semiconductor Inc.), the 
varying voltage input can be ranging from 5V to 16V. As long as the input voltage is 
within this range, the voltage regulator can perform well and gives a smooth DC 
supply of 5V, and thus, ensures the signal output from other electronic components 
such as the MEMS pressure sensor, to be undistorted and working meaningfully! 
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6.4 Noise Filtering Experiment 
The voltage regulator can regulate the voltage input to the electronic circuit. On 
the other hand，noise voltage signal could be smoothened by a noise filtering system, 
such as, a low-pass or high-pass filter. A low-pass filter is applied in the novel 
system in order to filter out the noise generated by the rotation bearings. The result 
of the calibration run on the active noise filter of low-frequency passing system is 
shown in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71: The noisy and fluctuating signal is smoothened again by the low-pass filtering circuit. 
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6.5 Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System 
This experiment is conducted in order to examine the possibility in realizing a 
new approach in signal transmission. The setup and general protocol on the 
approach of investigation is listed in Section 5.3. The results are discussed in two 
major groups: 1) non-rotating experiment, and 2) rotating experiment. 
6.5.1 Non-rotating experiment 
The experiment is carried out with feeding in a smooth signal input, passing 
through the bearing, across a shaft, and out from another bearing locating at opposite 
shaft end. The screen display on oscilloscope is captured, as shown in Figure 72. As 
from the figure, the upper measurement is the signal input, while the bottom one 
being the output. The result matched the expectation since the gravity pulls the shaft 
downward to “sit” on the bearings, and the bearing rollers contact the shaft and the 
electrical signal is conducted at the same time without any deviation. 
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Figure 12: The captured screen display on oscilloscope. The signal input is the upper measurement, 
while the bottom one being the output. The shaft setup is NOT rotating. 
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6.5.2 Rotating experiment 
In this section, exactly the same steps as the Non-rotating experiment is carried 
out. But, the motor as shown in Figure 64 is turned on to rotate the shaft system in 
this case. The result is completely different from the one mentioned previously. 
6.5.2.1 Rotating experimentUnprocessed 
By adding the rotation as a new parameter into the Rotating Bearing Signal 
Transmission System, the rotation speed is investigated in this sub-section. In Figure 
73, the speed of the motor is turned on with a low speed (the speed is not known as 
in this stage because the phenomenon observation is the focus); the upper curve is 
the original signal where as the lower curve with distortion is the output signal after 
passing through the rotating shaft and bearings. A certain degree of degradation on 
the signal output is observed. The signal is originally around 4.85V and the signal is 
slightly lowered to 4.09V. 
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Figure 73: The same signal is fed into the bearing-shaft system while it is rotating. The output signal 
is distorted and the transmitted voltage drops from 4.856V to 4.09V. 
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Further experiment on rotation-speed-and-signal relationship is performed and 
the results are shown in Figure 74 and Figure 75 as moderate and high rotation 
speed respectively. The noisy distortion influences proportionally the Rotation 
Bearing Signal Transmission System as the motor inputs higher and higher rotation 
speed. 
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Figure 74: The rotating speed of the motor is increased to moderate scale and the degradation on the 
signal output is getting worse as the signal drops to 2.102V, comparing to the input of4.903V. 
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Figure 75: At high rotation speed of the Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System, the signal is 
distorted in the largest scale and the output voltage drops to 1.699Vfrom the original 4.885Vinput. 
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6.5.2.2 Rotating experiment —Noise Filtering 
The level of voltage output is very important in the Guide Rod system since the 
measured pressure reading is output in terms of voltage by the Wheatstone-Bridge-
configured pressure transducer. The output signal can be decomposed into a DC 
steady signal and an AC fluctuating noise. They superposition each other and thus 
generate the observed output. 
The phenomenon of introducing the AC noise as the signal passes through the 
Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission System can be explained by the "Switching 
Effect" of the roller bearings. Recall from the Section 3.4, the roller cage inside the 
Drawn Cup Bearing of the transmission system is slightly flexible to tighten the 
contact between the roller and shaft. However, the non-rigid advantage leads to bad 
influence on the system when the rotating speed increases. The rise of angular 
velocity results in higher centrifugal force on the interior circulating bearing rollers. 
The flexible roller cage may not be able to maintain tight contraction between the 
shaft and rollers. As a consequence, the signal transmission would be "switched" off 
occasionally and form the AC noise signal output. To eliminate the noise from the 
distorted voltage signal, a filter is applied to take the high frequency noise away. 
As discussed in Section 4.4, a low-pass filter can get the job done and flatten the 
noisy fluctuating signal back to a smooth DC output. The setup of the active noise 
screening devices is discussed in early sections. The results of applying the low-pass 
filter on the output are shown in Figure 76 (low rotation speed), Figure 77 (moderate 
rotation speed), and Figure 78 (high rotation speed). 
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Figure 76: The upper signal waveform is displaying the signal out from the Rotating Bearing Signal 
Transmission System. The lower curve is the output of low-pass filter with the AC noise. The rotating 
speed on the above result is low. 
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Figure 77: The rotating speed is increased to moderate and the AC noise affects the original signal 
more. The lower curve is the filtered output. 
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Figure 78: The signal degrades more as the rotating speed increases. The high-speed rotation 
degrades the signal to approximate 1.8V. With the same low-pass filter circuit, the signal is 
smoothened again. 
The signals are filtered and are flattened to pure DC signals. Although, the 
problem on fluctuation is solved, however, the problem of the D.C. signal 
dependence on rotation speed should be further investigated in the future to allow 
pressure detection of different rotation speeds. 
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6.6 Guide Rod System Calibration Experiment 
6.6.1 Calibration experiment—Stationary System Calibration 
The stationary calibration experiment is very straight-forward and is carried out 
without any difficulty. As discussed previously in Section 6.5.1, under the same 
principle of signal conduction, the non-rotating shaft and bearing perform 
excellently like a perfect conductor. The voltage signals outputted from the MEMS 
pressure sensor located inside the end-tip of Guide Rod is transmitted without 
problems to the external circuit. The mathematical model between the signal outputs 
and pressure experienced by the MEMS pressure sensor is related with the 
calibration experiment. The result of the calibration experiment of the novel Guide 
Rod system is showed below in Table 3 and Chart 6. 
Table 3: Calibration result of new Guide Rod system in stationary status. 
Measured Pressure (PSI) Voltage output (V) 
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Chart 6: Data plot of experimental result of the calibration of new Guide Rod system in stationary 
status. 
The input pressure ranges from 10 to 40 PSI since this is the common range of 
bone marrow pressure during the reaming operation. Approaching the upper limit, 
several fatal complications have been reported for patients. Therefore, the range of 
calibration is upper-limited to 40 PSI and the intermediate variations are amplified 
with a larger factor to utilize output-voltage-range of the instrumentation 
amplification circuit for higher fidelity of signal changes. 
From the calibration result in Table 3, the data is plotted into Chart 6 with a best-
fit trend line is plugged in. The best-fit trend line is the desired mathematical model 
to represent the relationship between the pressure being experienced by the MEMS 
pressure sensor and its voltage output. The resultant model is acceptable in linear 
manner since the correlation factor R^=0.9975 is almost equal to 1 and it means a 
linear model is best to represent the system's performance. The linear model is very 
simple to be applied in further development of the new Guide Rod system by 
plugging the equation from the trend line into the software being used for 
controlling the system. 
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6.6.2 Rotating experiment—Rotating Speed Calibration 
6.6.2.1 Influence of rotation motion on fluidic pressure 
Before carrying out the calibration experiment on rotation speed, the 
independent input and the dependent output of the experiment have to be defined 
beforehand. In Section 6.5.2.2，the input of Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission 
System is kept constant through out the experiment. Without altering other 
parameter, the change of transmitted signal is entirely dependent on the rotation 
speed (will be refer to as the "degradation factor" from here on). Therefore, the 
target of this sub-section is to find the relationship between rotation speed and the 
corresponding signal output. 
Figure 79: Circular Couette Flow theoretical model of pressure gradient between rotating inner 
component and stationary outer case [35]. 
In an actual operation, the pressure measured by the pressure sensor will come 
from two components, namely from pushing the Guide Rod into the bone cavity and 
from rotating the Guide Rod in the cavity. The prior one has been discussed many 
times, however, the latter one would only happen while the medical drills are 
turning. If the fluid in the system shown in Figure 79 is inviscid, there should be no 
velocity gradient between the fixed outer case and the rotating rod, so no pressure 
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gradient exists [35, 36]. However, in order to have a realistic model, fluid flow 
cannot be regarded as "slippery" without viscosity factor consideration, because 
bone marrow is quite a viscous jelly-liked fluid with a variety of different biological 
molecules and cells. That is, a precaution on the pressure variation has to be taken 
into account on the rotating measurement. 
A theoretical model of the Couette Flow (see Figure 79) is discussed below to 
investigate the fluidic pressure variation as a result of circular fluid motion. The 
initial status of the system is a setup of two concentric circular cross sections. The 
outer and stationary circular object is assumed to represented the bone or pneumatic 
cylinder in a real experiment. The inner and rotating circular object is the Guide Rod 
Head. 
Between the two circular components, the fluid pressure gradient can be found 
by a simple mathematical relation using the Couette Flow model. The viscous fluid 
between the two cylinders are made to produce a velocity gradient, with maximum 
angular velocity attaching the inner rotating cylinder and minimum or zero angular 
velocity at the inner surface of the fixed outer case. 
To relate the pressure, velocity and other physical quantities, Bernoulli Equation 
is applied to the model to study the relationship between fluid stream lines: 
p V' 
+ z + ——二 constant Equation 20 
Pg 
Equation 20 means at any point of the fluid, the summation of the three terms 
should equal to a single constant. In the equation, p is the pressure, p is the fluid 
density, and g is the gravitational acceleration, z is the height of a corresponding 
position relative to a certain reference point, and V is the linear velocity of the fluid 
at the corresponding point. 
z is neglected as the height difference between the highest and lowest point are 
not significant. Equation 20 is reduced and relates only fluidic pressure and motion 
velocity: 
p V' + ——=constant Equation 21 pg 2g 
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Equation 21 is linear, and can be used to model the circular motion when the Ai, 
travel distance in any infinitesimally small time period, tends to be infinitesimally 
small, as the circular motion becomes almost a linear one. For the mapping, V is 
replaced with a product of angular velocity co and radius r [12]. And Equation 21 
becomes: 
2 2 
— + = constant Equation 22 
Pg 2g 
To compare the pressure difference between the interior surface of stationary 
cylinder and exterior surface of rotating Guide Rod's Head, Equation 22 is applied 
with two sets of variables at the two corresponding position. 
I + Z f ^ 二 Z ^ + Z ^ Eq_ion23 
pg pg 
By the principle of Bernoulli's Equation, the energy sums of pressure and 
velocity at any point in the streamline is constant. Obviously, the side with 
movement velocity, i.e. the external surface of Guide Rod's Head, has less pressure 
than the interior surface of stationary cylinder, and the pressure difference is: 
pr^o)^ 
Po — p.=——-——— Equation 24 
The difference can be calculated by putting the density p be 1.2kgW at room 
temperature, n be the diameter of Guide Rod's Head of (l)5.5mm and let the angular 
velocity co be SOOrpm. And thus, the result is 0.81x10'^ PSI which is the maximum 
expected difference in pressure expected from the above analysis. However, the 
Entran,s pressure sensor is 50PSI and the error of above model is 0.0016% in terms 
of full-scale output. The error is much less than another error quantity, sensor's non-
linearity and hysteresis effect with ±lo/o in terms of full-scale output. And thus, the 
present but not significant error of Couette Flow Pressure Gradient could be 
neglected. 
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Proved from theory that the rotation phenomenon does not affect the accuracy of 
the sensor's output to the actual pressure being experienced, the measured data from 
the rotating Guide Rod system has not to take into account of the pressure gradient 
being built up between the Guide Rod and cylindrical cavity. The rotating system 
only needs to consider the signal-degrading factor due to instantaneous “switching 
effect" of the rotating bearing signal transmission system. To dig out the relationship 
of the degradation and rotation speed of the Rod system, it is the task of the 
calibration experiment of rotating system. 
6.6.2.2 Calibration Experiment 
In this section, the experimental results of the experiment mentioned in Section 
5.6.2 are discussed and analyzed. 
The section is included as the result of experimental observations from Section 
6.5.2. The investigation of the degradation of signal output against the Guide Rod 
rotation speed is necessary. The degradation effect on output signal is assumed to be 
completely independent to the pressure input of experimental setup. That is, the 
sensing system is expected to perform its pressure-measuring task as usual and the 
degradation effect is an independent variable to be multiplied to the linear regression 
system. 
The dynamic experiment is carried out as the same procedures as a stationary 
one. Air pressure is input from the pump, and the manometer provides the reference 
readings on the physical quantities. The new Guide Rod detects the pressure inside 
the bone-imitating cylinder and gives out corresponding voltage readings. The 
pressure-voltage relation is recorded in the usual maimer with step-wise increments. 
In addition to the above steps, the electric motor is turned on this time. The Guide 
Rod is belt-driven by the motor via a pair of pulleys and a toothed-belt. An optical 
rotation encoder is attached to the Connection System to measure the speed of 
rotation. The encoder gives out 500 pulses per revolution, and thus, a 1500Hz of 
pulse signal from a frequency-meter means the system rotates 3 revolutions per 
second or 180 RPM, and so on for other speeds. 
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The new Guide Rod system has a simple linear regression phenomenon as 
shown in Chart 6 in the stationary status. The linear mathematical model for input-
output can be expressed as: 
J； = 0.0715x+ 1.4429 Equation 25 
where y is the voltage output from sensor, x is the pressure input. 
The linear relation can be used as a computational model to predict the pressure 
inside the air-cylinder whenever the corresponding voltage from sensing system is 
measured. The modified equation which represents the assumption of independent 
multiple factor of rotation degradation and pressure measurement ability of the new 
system can be expressed as follow: 
y = a(0.0715x +1.4429) Equation 26 
where y and x are the same variables as in Equation 25, and a is the degradation 
factor which are related from further experiments and investigations. 
The dynamic calibration experiment of the new system is performed as those 
steps mentioned previously. The assumption is proved to be corrected with the 
evidence being showed below in Chart 7. 
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Chart 7: Linear output of the new Guide Rod under different rotation speed conditions. 
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In Chart 7, it can be observed that the new system maintains its linear 
performance, as the system in either rotating or non-rotating status. The only effect 
of rotation motion to the system's signal output is the change of slopes of lines. The 
slyope becomes less steep as the rotation speed increases. This can be concluded that 
the degradation factor becomes larger and larger as the rotation speed increases. The 
relation between the degradation factor and Rod's rotation speed does not fit into 
another simple linear mathematical model. The consistent non-linear trend of the 
signal degradation according to various speeds can be re-confirmed with Chart 8. 
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Chart 8: Consistent trends of signal degradation can be observed from the general shapes of constant 
pressure measurement with different rotation speeds. 
The trends are very similar in shapes since the performance of the system is 
quite stable. The non-linear shapes of curves indicate that the degradation factors are 
not going through a simple linear model. 
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Chart 9 shows the natural-log relationship of rotation speed and degradation of 
voltage signal after passing through the Rotating Bearing Signal Transmission 
System. 
Signal Degradat ion agains t Rod Rotation Speed 
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Chart 9: Relationship of the signal degradation and system's rotation speed. The mathematical 
relationship can be expressed in natural-log function. 
Thus, now Equation 26 can be modified a bit to make use of the new relation. 
y = 6Jr(0.0715x + 1.4429) Equation 27 
where y and ；c means the same variables as Equation 25, and, 
3^r = 1.1683 InO) - 4.8343 Equation 28 
where a is the degradation factor and co is the rotation speed of Guide Rod. 
From Equation 27 and 28, the complete calibration of the new Guide Rod system 
is achieved in terms of dynamic point of view. By applying the static and dynamic 
equations, the corresponding pressure inside the air-cylinder can be calculated no 
matter the medical system is being rotated or not, and thus, the development of 
prototype of MEMS Pressure Sensor implanted Guide Rod is successful and is 
workable in an all-around manner. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
The development and re-engineering processes of a novel Guide Rod of Bone 
Reaming System in a common bone treatment operation were described in this 
dissertation. 
The new design was implanted with a Micromachined Pressure Sensor as 
sensing component. The measured readings are transformed into electrical voltage 
output. The output readings are further processed for display on screen as 
monitoring by a medical officer. In the future, the varying voltage levels maybe 
applied on a noval haptic force-feedback controller for tele-operation via the Internet. 
In Chapter 2, Literature Survey, the motivations for requiring a novel and 
modified Guide Rod was discussed. The re-engineering work on the old Guide Rod 
system will improve not only the quality and safety of operation on patients, but also 
minimize unnecessary procedures on operation to save invaluable time. 
A miniature sized, (t)3.4mm x 5mniL, MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) 
pressure sensor was applied in the new Guide Rod which kept the original 
dimensions during the development. During building up the new system, the most 
important criterion was maintaining the size of the new medical apparatus in order 
for or to work perfectly with other existing tools. The Guide Rod remains �700mm 
in length and (t)3mm in diameter. At the end tip, a special featured head, which was 
(j)6mm X SmniL for old one, and (|)11mm x SOmrtiL for new Guide Rod, was built. 
The increase in size is affected by the Head's implanted electronic components. 
Other than designing the Guide Rod, a completely new Connection System was 
designed and fabricated to be used in the novel system. Moreover, a new system on 
signal transmission was also developed in order to increase signal-to-noise ratio of 
the measurement system. 
Before assembling the mechanical-electrical operation tool together, the MEMS 
pressure sensor, voltage regulator, instrumentation amplifier, noise filter, mechanical 
transmission system and controlling software were tested and repetitively examined 
for accuracy and reliability. 
A prototype of a new Guide Rod system for bone reaming procedure was built to 
demonstrate a sound approach to the modification and re-engineering of the system. 
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And thus, a more effective, high accuracy, better quality and more reliability system 
will soon be developed and allow usage by doctors in real time. 
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Appendix 
A. Piezoresistivity in Wheatstone Bridge 
The property that silicon changes its resistivity when exposed to stress is called 
the piezoresistance effect. This effect has been in use in pressure sensors for a 
number of years. The sensing resistors can be either p- or 72-type doped regions. The 
resistance of piezoresistors is very sensitive to strain, and thus to pressure, when 
correctly placed on the diaphragm of a pressure sensor [21:. 
Piezoresistivity can be represented by formal mathematical description [19, 22'. 
A symmetric crystal lattice is the simplified model of three-dimensional relationship 
between current and electrical field. The influence of stress on the relationship is 
studied for investigation of applying pressure on the sensor. For a three-dimensional 
anisotropic crystal, the electric field vector {E) is related to the current vector (/) by 
a 3 X 3 resistivity tensor. The nine coefficients are always found to reduce to six and 
the tensor is symmetrical with experimental results: 
^ i ] � / ^ i 广6 A]�7丨 
Ej = p^ p2 P �• ij Equation 29 
_五3�LA A 广 3 �L � 
To simplify calculation, it is a custom manner to align the Cartesian axes with 
the <100�axes of silicon cubic crystal structure in Equation 29. p /，p 2, andpj define 
the dependence of the electric field along side one of the <100�crystal axes on the 
current in the same direction;/) 5, andp^ are cross-resistivities, relating the electric 
field along one axis to the current in a perpendicular direction. For an isotropic 
conductor, such as, unstressed silicon, the tensor matrix's components become p / = 
P 2 = f> 3 = P ,肌d p 4 = f> 5 = p 6= 0. 
In a piezoresistive material, these six resistivity components depend on the stress 
situation of the material which can also be decomposed into six components: three 
normal stresses a /, cr：, and a.?, along the cubic crystal axes, and three shear stressesr /, 
r.\ a n d r a s defined in Figure 80. Stresses are conventionally represented as acting 
on a cube of infinitesimal dimensions dx\ dy\ and dz. If the resistivities on a cube are 
simplified and are referenced to the isotropic unstressed case, then the six resistivity 
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components are re-written as: 
>i"| \p\ r v i ' 
Pi p 
P 、 p A/7, 
尸3 =严 + 尸3 Equation 30 A 0 A/74 
A 0 A/75 
_ A � W La/V 
z L 
T个2 i z 乙 • 
Figure 80: Definition of the normal stresses a i and the shear stresses T (i = 1, 2, 3) [19]. 
The piezoresistance effect can now be described by relating each of the six 
fractional resistivity changes Ap/p to each of the six stress components. 
Mathematically this yields a matrix of 36 coefficients. By definition, the elements of 
this matrix are called piezoresistance coefficients, TT 
In order to define the matrix, it would be necessary to carry out 36 independent 
measurements. However, this task can be greatly simplified for a crystalline material. 
Since the matrix represents properties of a crystal; it must be invariant under the 
symmetry operations of the crystal lattice under study. Hence the form of the matrix 
can be found out theoretically for each class of crystals belonging to the same 
crystallographic point group. The symmetry conditions lead to certain relationships 
between the different matrix components which reduce the number of independent, 
non-vanishing components to considerably less than 36. For the cubic crystal 
structure of silicon and germanium, three different coefficients remain, TT //, TT /_?，and 
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TT 44, and the matrix takes the following form: 
_ ^ p . — I r— — 
A 1^1 1^2 ^ 2 0 0 0 tJi 
A 兀Yi 1^1 万12 0 0 0 
1 广3 = 〜 〜 0 0 0 Equation 31 
p A 0 0 0 0 0 厂1 
" 5 0 0 0 0 0 厂2 
A � L 0 0 0 0 0 ；r44�|_厂3_ 
Combining Equation 29’ 30, and 31, an expression for the electric field in a 
cubic lattice under stress can be found: 
五1 二广 l] + 广万 12(^ 2 + ^sX + 广〜(仏 ^ h ^ l ) 
E^- p ij + pTT^^Gr^i^ + 广 万 + >.2 + P^AA+ ) Equation 32 
五3 = p i � P ^ A ^ i h ^ l 
The first term in Equation 32 is the contribution of unstressed conduction. The 
second term, containing 兀"，represents the piezoresistance effect as it is known from 
wire and foil gauges; it is the effect of a stress in the direction of current flow on the 
potential drop in that direction. The other terms reflect the more complicated 
piezoresistive behavior of the stressed semiconductor lattice. These coefficients are 
properties of the material and hence they vary from one material to another. 
B. Wheatstone Bridge Configuration 
As mentioned before, not one piezoresistor is used but totally four are needed in 
setting a common Wheatstone Bridge Configuration, as shown in Figure 55 on page 
61 [18, 19, 22, and 23]. 
a 
Jl. i 
Figure 81: Schematic diagram of ideal arrangment of four 




Figure 82: Schematic representation of the basic position of four 
piezoresistors on a membrane [19]. 
Theoretically, piezoresistors have to be oriented so that they sense stress in the 
direction of their current axes and two are placed to sense stress perpendicular to 
their current flow, as show in Figure 81. Therefore, the resistance change of the first 
two piezoresistors will always be opposite to that of the other two. 
For membrance sensors as like the MEMS pressure sensor being applied in this 
research project, two piezoresistors can be placed parallel to opposite edges of the 
membrane, and the other two perpendicular to the other two edges, see Figure 82. 
When the membrance is bend downward, causing traction on the membrance surface 
at the edges, the parallel resistors are under lateral stress and show a decrease in 
resistance while the perpendicular resistors are under longitudinal stress and increase. 
If the resistors are correctly positioned with respect to the stress field over the 
membrance or beam, the absolute value of the four resistance changes can be made 
equal. In both schematic positioning designs in Figure 81 and Figure 82，the 
resistors are connected in similar Wheatstone Bridge manner as shown in Figure 55 
on page 61. 
The piezoresistors are evenly positioned and form opposite arms of the bridge in 
the reason of generating opposite signed left and right output readings, which from 
the left and right output nodes of the bridge respectively while deviating from their 
zero-pressure when under pressure. The Wheatstone Bridge configuration has some 
distinct advantages. It converts the resistance change into a voltage signal. It is 
easily calculated from the differential output voltage, A V, of an ideally balanced 
bridge with assumed identical and sign-opposite resistance changes, /iR, in response 
to a differential pressure change, /IP, on a membrane sensor, The relationship is 
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given as follow: 
八尺 
^ y = y Equation 33 R b 
where R is the zero-stress resistance and Vb the bridge supply voltage. The 
pressure sensitivity, S, is then defined as the relative change of output voltage per 
unit applied differential pressure: 
^ AF 1 M l . 
S — = Equation 34 AP Vb AP R 
Here an important advantage of the Wheatstone Bridge configuration shows up: 
the output voltage is, to first order, independent of the absolute value of the 
piezoresistors, but appears to be determined by the relative resistance change and the 
bridge voltage. 
If a constant bridge current, h , is applied, then the pressure sensitivity is defined 
as the change in differential output voltage per unit pressure and per unit bridge 
current: 
e AF 1 Ai? … . 
S Equation 35 AP AP 
In the ideal case, the total resistance of each half-bridge and thus also of the total 
bridge is independent of pressure since the resistance changes cancel one another. 
Moreover, common-mode effects, in particular temperature influences, are not felt at 
the differential bridge output. Indeed, a temperature rise increases the resistance of 
all piezoresistors equally, so that the output of the bridge remains zero. It is noted 
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